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The Korean Peninsula has been in the news for decades, 
although the focus of media coverage often painted the region as a 
potential flashpoint for war due to North Korea’s nuclear weapons 
program and the threat of military conflict between the North and South. 
While this arguably remains the dominant perspective in discussions of 
inter-Korean relations, there has been a growing focus on the possibility 
of peace and reunification on the peninsula. Moreover, while the volatile 
relationship of the two Koreas remains one of the most pressing issues 
in international relations, their foreign policies as individual states merit 
the same amount of attention and discussion, especially considering the 
engagement of major powers such as China, Japan, and the United States.

This issue of the PEAR Journal aims to shed a different light 
on inter-Korean relations and some of the foreign policy issues they 
face individually. Deviating from the “mainstream” perspectives utilized 
in academic discussions, this issue aims to offer some insights into 
the prospect for reunification of the two Koreas taking into account the 
North Korean “Pyonghattan” elite, as well as the prospect for bilateral 
cooperation between North Korea and the US through repatriation efforts. 
Furthermore, common topics such as South Korean soft power and South 
Korea’s diplomatic relationship with Japan are examined under a different 
lens, focusing on the role of emotions and “passive cyber influence.” 
This issue also features a paper on striking a balance between fighting 
inflation and pursuing climate actions—a pressing concern not only on the 
peninsula but on a global scale. Lastly, the interview section features Dr. 
Young Kyung, a researcher, professor, and expert in business and finance. 
Dr. Ko shares some insights from her latest book, which documents 
major corporations in the ASEAN and Indian region, and her thoughts 
on South Korea’s economic relationships and business prospects.

I hope our readers find these articles to be informative and 
thought-provoking, allowing them to have a fresh perspective on the 
current situation in and between the two Koreas, which is a result of a 
complex interplay of historical, cultural, political, and economic factors 
within and beyond the peninsula.

Finally, I would like to extend my gratitude to our staff editors, 
Vanessa Le, Lo Wing Tung Bonnie, and Liam Quinn, who have recently 
completed their master’s studies. Thank you for your dedication and 
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commitment to the success of this edition. It was a pleasure working 
with you these past three semesters and I hope you find success in 
all your future endeavors. To our junior staff editors, Tyler Nguyen and 
Deepanshi Sharma, thank you for your tireless work and support. You 
both are indeed valuable additions to the team, and I am excited to see 
what you accomplish in the future.

To our contributors, thank you for trusting us with your work. I 
am confident that this collaboration will be a positive step forward in your 
journey in the academe or any field you choose.

Aldrin Joseph Aldea
Editor-in-Chief
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Emotions and South Korea-Japan Relations

Sean Lee Starkweather

(James Madison University)

This article seeks to determine the role which emotions play in 
the foreign policy outcomes between South Korea and Japan. 
In line with the contemporary shift away from viewing states as 
“black boxes,” the recent expansion of psychological inquiry into 
foreign policy decision-making (FPDM) has introduced a wide 
range of new lines of inquiry into how certain policy outcomes are 
impacted by heuristics, analogical reasoning, and other cognitive 
shortcuts. However, much of the research has been centered on 
how human cognition impacts the decision-making process; of 
more limited interest has been the role of human affect. Using 
the ongoing South Korea-Japan trade dispute as a case study, 
this analysis serves to assess official public communications 
between the Korean and Japanese governments through 
discourse analysis and reveals the emotional elements within 
the decision-making processes and its effect on the origin and 
escalation of the trade dispute in 2018 and 2019. This study finds 
that emotions have a significant impact on how policymakers 
perceive one another and how issues are framed, thereby 
helping determine the viability of certain policy options. Emotions 
played a role large enough to compel South Korea and Japan to 
engage in trade conflict despite having a mutual interest in deep 
cooperation on regional security issues.

Introduction
A continuing pattern in the contemporary study of international relations 
(IR) has been a departure among scholars from viewing the state as a 
“black box,” operating as a rational, unitary actor in international politics, 
back towards accepting the assumption of the importance of sub-state 
forces—including individuals as a valuable unit of analysis—and thereby 
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analyzing sub-state variables. One of the more interesting directions this 
analytic shift has taken has been the incorporation of cognitive and social 
psychology into theoretical and empirical analysis of state behavior in 
IR. Advances in the cognitive sciences and social psychology have 
allowed IR scholars to theorize a historically persistent yet under-valued 
theme: the role that emotions play in foreign policy decision-making 
(FPDM).1 Positively, this trend has led to the growth of behavioral IR and 
given constructivist and discourse analyses a new variety of tools and 
insights with which to work, in turn providing new models of emotional 
decision-making to help explain foreign policy outcomes.2 Recent work 
by political scientists such as Karen E. Smith has sought to advance 
a framework in this area through case studies of FPDM in the EU.3

 To further this new direction in IR and assess its universality, it 
is appropriate to test the universality of Smith’s framework by applying 
it in other regional contexts. Indeed, one of the characteristics (and 
limitations) of this line of research has been that much of it remains 
confined to case studies of American and European instances of FPDM.4 
In contrast with Western European politics, which has remained along 
with the US as the primary regions of focus for those studying emotion in 
politics, East Asia is a unique arena with its own distinct characteristics. 
In particular, the open display of affect is more permissible in East Asian 
international relations. As Smith points out, a driving principle behind the 
EU as a “meeting regime” was the management of emotion.5 Thus, while 
policymakers in the West prefer to characterize their political behavior 
as “rational,” many Korean and Japanese commentators perceive 
politics as leaving space for both affect and rationality—one Korean 
observer even described Koreans as “emotional with rational reasons.”6 
 More broadly, both South Korea and Japan have viewed the 
other as behaving emotionally towards them and attribute the inability 
to develop more friendly relations to such emotions.7 In this sense, the 
relationship between the two states today is reminiscent of Europe 
before the twentieth century, where long-lasting rivalries and negative 
perceptions greatly shaped the foreign policies of each political entity. 
Furthermore, while Smith’s analysis of EU decision-making relies 
heavily on intergroup emotions theory to assess EU institutions, 
whereby she argues that external events can provoke a powerful and 
shared emotional response that pushes the actors to collectively take 
action, it is useful to consider the applicability of social identity theory 
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in East Asia, where the role of an in-group out-group bias can also 
be examined. Currently, only two international relations scholars, Karl 
Gustafsson and Todd H. Hall, have investigated the role of emotions 
in foreign policy within the East Asian context through a case study of 
the “history problem” in the relationship between China and Japan.8 
Other political scientists have focused on European politics, with 
Michelle Pace and Ali Bilgic applying emotions-based models to EU 
politics in the Middle East, and others such as Tuomas Forsberg and 
Deborah Welch Larson examining specifically Russian foreign policy.9

 While Smith, Pace, and Bilgic applied their frameworks in 
the context of an intergovernmental organization (IGO)’s FPDM, and 
while Hall focused on the Sino-Japanese relationship, this study will 
seek to assess the impact of emotions on the origin of the ongoing 
South Korea-Japan trade dispute by applying discourse analysis to 
public communications between Korea and Japan through official—
primarily executive agencies—and unofficial mediums. Considering the 
salience of East Asian rivalries in the face of China’s continued rise, 
and the unexpected outbreak of antagonism between two ostensibly 
cooperative states, questions remain over how a dispute between 
South Korea and Japan could have occurred despite the existence 
of perceived shared threats. Moreover, given the expanding literature 
dealing with the role of historical memory both between South Korea 
and Japan and within the broader context of East Asian IR, there is 
now a unique opportunity to assess how emotions could help explain 
the trade conflict and East Asian foreign policies more broadly.

Human Affect in IR
There is an immediate, fundamental problem which must be addressed 
on the question of affective politics: how can emotions be conceived 
of in the context of foreign policy decision-making? This question has 
found no easy answer, and there remains a rich debate within a variety 
of different fields of study as to the nature and boundaries of emotion.10 
Unfortunately, the nebulosity of human affect has discouraged scholars 
from pursuing the study of affect as it relates to politics, especially 
at the international level of analysis, where there has been a long 
tradition of viewing the state as a rational, monolithic actor unaffected 
by non-systemic variables. While this analysis does not seek to settle 
the debate, it is still necessary to establish a baseline for how to think 
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about emotion before being able to determine its potential effects.
 Similar to the political theorist Michael Walzer’s distinction 
between “thin” and “thick” morality—an innate, universalist versus a 
constructed, particularist morality—emotions can be conceptualized in a 
two-level manner.11 The sociologist Eduardo Bericat’s distinction between 
primary and secondary emotions is of particular interest in the context of 
inter-state relations: primary emotions are those which are innate and 
universal—fear, lust, anger, and so forth—while secondary emotions 
are those which are conditioned by the broader social context within 
which one finds themselves—guilt, love, nostalgia, and similar forms 
of emotion.12 While innately-driven emotions can serve as remarkably 
powerful drivers of political behavior—the classic realist reading of 
Thucydides’ account of the Peloponnesian War would emphasize 
the role of fear in inducing a Spartan reaction against Athens—Brent 
Sasley, a political scientist at the University of Texas at Arlington, argues 
that context-dependent emotions can also be established as causal 
by serving as motivating forces for political action via shaping and 
being shaped by the sociocultural environment.13 Emotions, therefore, 
hold significant implications for state behavior by impacting FPDM 
at all levels of analysis, whether it be individual or group-focused.
 A key implication is that context-dependent emotions play an 
important role in the development and consolidation of group identities. 
As Sasley notes of the psychological literature, in-group out-group 
biases are induced through affect, and one’s emotional dispositions 
end up being shared in part because members operate within the same 
social and cultural environment. This becomes especially true when 
hierarchies are introduced, and prestige becomes a salient issue. In 
other words, people begin to think and “feel” for and with the in-group 
rather than for themselves.14 The psychologist Henri Tajfel’s landmark 
1971 study on social categorization and intergroup behavior, which 
has inspired an entire subgenre of research on social identity, makes 
clear that people are much more willing to favor and less willing to 
punish members of an in-group, and the inverse for members of an 
out-group.15 In foreign policy analysis (FPA), these conditions have 
been examined for several decades—the psychologist Irving Janis’ 
case studies of various political crises, which assessed the rise of 
groupthink present in the US’ FPDM processes, offer ready examples 
of the application of psychological analysis in international politics.16 
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However, such analyses have often focused on cognitive rather than 
emotional processes and remain well within the domain of FPA, not IR in 
a broader sense.17 Just as significantly, much of the current FPA literature 
focusing on cognition and emotion has been focused specifically on the 
consequences of cognitive and emotional processes on a relatively 
small scale—typically, at the level of elite groups of decision-makers 
or of individual leaders.18 To satisfy the more general context of IR, a 
framework which can approach emotions from the individual level of 
analysis to a much larger group level of the state as a whole is needed.19

 While the methods of studying emotions in politics remain in their 
early stages of development and quantitative methods remain elusive, 
discourse analysis, as well as evaluating emotions by way of analyzing 
how they are represented and communicated through speech, images, 
analogies, and other vehicles for meaning, offer at least an indirect 
medium. Fortunately, there already exists a large volume of research 
from political scientists on the impact of images, analogies, and other 
vehicles of meaning; Robert Jervis’ work on the “logic of images” and 
Yuen Foong Khong’s work on analogical reasoning serve as foundational 
texts in these areas and have contributed to a rise in research on how 
one’s way of thought can impact decision-making.20 However, like the 
FPA literature dealing with social and cognitive processes, the focus has 
remained on cognition. Yet, images and rhetoric can produce powerfully 
emotive responses within in-groups; the Korean concept of han (한 
or 恨), as an example, encapsulates and helps induce a great deal of 
negative emotions and memories stemming from the Japanese colonial 
period among Koreans.21 This form of collective affect which appears 
to permeate throughout the state apparatus and, oftentimes, even the 
general public, inevitably has consequences in the domain of foreign 
policy, especially, as will come to be apparent, in Korea-Japan relations.

The Korea-Japan Trade Dispute
On July 1, 2019, Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry 
(METI) approved a decision to begin the process of removing South 
Korea from its trade whitelist, which granted countries preferential 
treatment with regards to export controls on a variety of materials and 
goods, and force exporters of certain resources (e.g., hydrogen fluoride) 
to apply for individual licenses to export to Korea.22 This development 
certainly came as a shock to many, as one headline from the Korean 
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newspaper Kyunghyang Sinmun suggested: “Ilbon dodaeche wae?” 
(“Japan, why on Earth?”). Japan’s move incited a tit-for-tat response by 
South Korea, which promptly removed Japan from its own whitelist for 
trading privileges and threatened to leave the General Security of Military 
Information Agreement (GSOMIA), an intelligence-sharing agreement.23 
 While METI’s decision is marked as the ostensible beginning 
of the trade conflict, South Korea and Japan dispute the true origins. 
Japan strongly asserted that the cause was that “the Japan-ROK 
relationship of trust including in the field of export control and regulation 
has been significantly undermined,” presumably by South Korea.24 This 
was reiterated by then-Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.25 In other words, the 
decision was largely made because of trade-related considerations—
South Korea was allegedly failing to comply with existing export 
controls.26 However, this was quickly contradicted by South Korea, 
which noted that METI’s policy came just a couple of months following 
South Korea’s Daejeon District Court’s 2019 ruling against Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries, a Japanese industrial company, approving a request 
to seize Mitsubishi’s trademark and patent assets.27 Tensions had in 
fact first emerged prior when, in October 2018, South Korea’s Supreme 
Court ruled that Nippon Steel and Sumitomo Steel, two of Japan’s 
largest steel producers, had utilized forced Korean labor and that it must 
financially compensate the surviving laborers with roughly US $89,000.28

 Some observers have rejected the importance of either the 
“history problem” or emotions in explaining the outbreak of the trade 
conflict.29 Takuya Matsuda and Jaehan Park argue that history is just a 
prima facie cause of the initial dispute. Noting Japan’s growing status as a 
sea power and South Korea’s insecurity as a result of oscillating between 
“continental and maritime orientations,” they argue that the trade war is 
representative of a more general resurgence of geopolitical competition 
in East Asia as the region slides back into a familiar balance-of-power 
dynamic.30 A similar view is forwarded by Lauren Richardson, who 
acknowledges the relevance of the “history problem” but argues that the 
trade dispute must be placed within the broader strategic environment.31 
 Specifically, North Korea’s shift in policy to non-aggression in 
January 2018 led to a divergence between Japanese and Korean strategic 
priorities with regards to North Korea; while South Korea accepted 
Kim Jong-un’s conciliatory gesture in the 2018 New Year’s Address by 
suggesting cooperation at the Winter Olympics, Japan believed North 
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Korea to not have fundamentally changed their foreign policy.32 Henry 
Storey, a political analyst at Dragoman, posited that President Moon’s 
decision not to interfere with the court’s decision and tame hostilities was 
derived from Moon’s foreign policy priorities. Noting that the Democratic 
Party of Korea maintains a Korean nationalist ideology, Storey argues 
that issues raised by Japan would have been subordinate to inter-
Korean relations, which Moon has consistently emphasized.33 Thus, 
while geopolitical realities acted as a push factor towards cooperation 
with Japan, Moon may not necessarily view relations with Japan 
as desirable if it leads to the focus shifting away from North Korea.
 Others, however, posit more historically-minded approaches 
to the trade conflict. Rejecting the Abe administration’s insistence on 
the 2018 court rulings playing no role in the updated trade policies, 
Wrenn Yennie Lindgren, Eun Hee Woo, Ulv Hanssen, and Petter Y. 
Lindgren argue that the main cause was the refusal of both countries 
to acknowledge one another’s identities following the development of a 
“peace culture” in Japan and democratization in South Korea.34 In their 
view, the trade conflict was just another materialization of a heightened 
form of outdated identity politics. In a similar vein, Chris Deacon, a 
doctoral candidate at the London School of Economics and Political 
Science, posits a comparatively more complex view in arguing that it is 
in fact the reconstruction of identities in South Korea and Japan during 
the post-war era which is the source for the hostilities exhibited; the 
politics of remembering in Korea, wherein Japan is an aggressor, and 
the contrasting politics of forgetting in Japan, wherein Korea is emotional 
and irrational for dwelling on the past, is responsible for causing specific 
foreign policies.35 S. Nathan Park, an international lawyer and non-
resident fellow at the Sejong Institute, in explaining a missed opportunity 
for reconciliation between the two states at the 2018 Winter Olympics, 
asserts that “Japanese diplomacy is caught up in messy grievances with 
South Korea, not a cold-eyed, interest-based analysis.”36 Implicated here 
is the notion that non-strategic issues are being passionately pursued 
in a manner which a rationalist approach would view as undesirable.
 While the existing literature does much to provide needed 
context to the ongoing dispute, there has been a lack of research which 
seeks to examine in greater depth the decision-making processes 
which could explain how the foreign policies leading to the dispute 
were shaped at the top as well as how it could have lasted longer more 
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than two years. Furthermore, while analyses by scholars such as Chris 
Deacon reveal a great deal about the impact of historical memory, many 
have tended to give greater attention to public discourses rather than 
governmental rhetoric and therefore do little to hint at the role of emotion 
in FPDM; this is likely in part due to the greater volume of material 
available from media outlets, newspapers, and social media posts, as 
well as the occasional obscurity associated with official statements.37 
Nonetheless, in order to begin to understand the significance of 
emotion in the making of foreign policy decisions, it is necessary to 
examine the discourse between the South Korean and Japanese states. 
 While the methods of studying emotions in politics remain in the 
earliest stages of development and quantitative methods remain elusive, 
discourse analysis, as well as evaluating emotions by way of analyzing 
how they are represented and communicated through speech, images, 
analogies, and other vehicles for meaning, offer at least an indirect means 
of deriving meaning from public statements given by state officials. 
Moreover, while much of the FPA literature deals with instances of crisis 
or times of stable peace, the Korean-Japanese trade dispute offers an 
in-between situation, where crisis conditions (e.g., decisions must be 
made rapidly) are not met, yet there is a clear sense of conflict. As such, 
Korea-Japan trade relations offer a rather unique case for analysis.

Social Identity and Korean-Japanese Relations
As Todd Hall establishes, emotions are 1) a product of decision-making, 
and 2) used to help achieve desired foreign policy ends.38 The use-value 
of this “emotional diplomacy” comes from its capacity to help frame 
issues in ways which are conducive to invoking favorable reactions in 
other audiences or shaping how other states perceive them and their 
intentions.39 However, emotions can also play a role in shaping which 
issues receive emphasis and which policies are viable options in the 
first place. The trade conflict could therefore distract South Korea and 
Japan from more pressing geopolitical concerns or push a state to divide 
its attention among several different issues, thereby removing its ability 
to focus all its efforts on a single one.40 Henri Tajfel’s groundbreaking 
social identity theory, from which the importance of in-group out-
group bias is established, also posits that 1) people categorize others 
into groups to understand them in a more simplistic manner (social 
categorization); 2) people’s social identity derives from which groups 
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they belong to (i.e., “I belong to the Korean/Japanese nation”), the 
content of which derives from the features and norms of the group—
violations of norms, which diffuse emotions, can invoke emotional 
responses (social identification); 3) people compare their group with 
others for the sake of self-esteem (social comparison)—this often is the 
underlying process behind stereotyping and prejudice.41 Tajfel’s central 
hypothesis is that in so doing, people will look to determine negative 
aspects of out-groups to enhance their own self-image.42 Social identity, 
in turn, “determines emotions and behavior.”43 In-group out-group biases 
are induced through affect, and emotional dispositions of an individual 
can end up being shared in part because members operate within the 
same social and cultural environment. In other words, people begin to 
think and feel for and with the in-group rather than for themselves.44 
 As is standard in global politics, Korean-Japan relations fit the 
characteristics which allow for the application of the social identity theory. 
South Korea and Japan, as do all other states, demarcate specific 
categories of global politics along national lines (“I am Korean, you are 
Japanese”); both the Korean and Japanese governments promote a 
strong sense of national identity, indicating a strong social identity with 
which policymakers themselves associate with, and there are established 
norms grounded in legal doctrine and historical memory (social 
identification); and both often make implicit comparisons by invoking 
stereotypes, a feature which will soon be examined (social comparison).45 
The beginning of a trade dispute quickly involved nationalist sentiments 
which are at their core emotional and nonrational—this would have also 
strengthened a sense of a conflict between an in-group (either Koreans 
or Japanese) against an out-group (the other side) and thereby increased 
barriers to cooperation.46 These notions are critical in contextualizing the 
messaging between the two states in the lead-up and at the onset of the 
trade dispute.

Emotions in Korean-Japanese Discourse
Following the South Korean court’s rulings in 2018, then-Japanese 
Foreign Minister Taro Kono issued a public statement asserting that 
“[the] decision is extremely regrettable and totally unacceptable… 
[Japan] strongly demands that the [ROK] take appropriate measures, 
including immediate actions to remedy such breach of international law.”47 
(Breaches of international law can be reconceptualized as a type of norm 
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violation.)48 On January 4, 2019, via a question-and-answer session from 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), Kono drew a red line: “if unjust 
disadvantages occur for Japanese companies, the Government of Japan 
will naturally have to take various measures.”49 In fact, Kono referred to 
the possibility of “unjust disadvantages” for Japanese companies three 
separate times.50 Senses of justice often find their base in emotion and 
are shaped by emotional dispositions; reactions deriving from violations 
of one’s sense of justice are fundamentally emotional responses.51 Even 
if the perception of unjustness or unfairness derives from a belief that 
international law has been breached—that is to say, an international 
norm—responses to norm violations are nonetheless emotionally 
grounded as a result of being tied to one’s social identification (in this 
case, Japan being a member of international society). Thus, assertions 
by MOFA that the dispute is a matter concerning international law, 
and that “prioritizing personal sentiments” is undesirable, neglect the 
emotional component of social groups responding to norm violations, 
even ones enshrined in law. Soon after Kono’s public statement, the 
Speaker of the National Assembly of Korea referred to the Japanese 
emperor as “son of the main culprit of war crime” in an interview with 
Bloomberg and demanded a Japanese apology over the comfort 
women issue. Asked about the Speaker’s comments, Kono described 
them as “exceedingly impolite and unacceptable,” adding that “the 
Government of Japan strongly requests an apology and retraction.”52 
This was repeated at a February 16 press conference following 
Kono’s attendance at the Munich Security Conference, where 
Kono once again described the comments as “truly regrettable.”53 
 As an important note, a limitation in assessing East Asian 
communications relative to EU communications is the propensity 
in East Asia to use language in much more implicit, indirect, subtle 
ways—statements which are typical of European and American 
press releases, such as “the European Union is appalled by event 
X,” would find an East Asian equivalent in “this action X is deeply 
regrettable.”54 Certainly, the true meaning of these comments does not 
go unnoticed by Korean and Japanese audiences. In one instance, 
Taro Kono was asked by a reporter in the February 12 MOFA press 
conference to explain why he decided to issue a strong request 
as it related to discussions on the Japan-ROK Agreement on the 
Settlement of Problems, which dealt with issues pertaining to laborers 
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forced to work in Japan during the early-to mid-twentieth century.55 
 In addition, two considerations must be noted: 1) Japan and 
South Korea failed to pursue a legal solution to the issue, and 2) Japan 
ultimately resorted to unilateral policy changes. On July 1, 2019, Japan’s 
METI announced that South Korea would be removed from its list of 
“white countries,” citing, “Japan-ROK relationship of trust including in the 
field of export control and regulation has been significantly undermined.”56 
President Moon recognized the breakdown of trust but saw the source 
as METI’s policy shift.57 In many ways similar to senses of justice, 
senses of trust also find an emotional base, and in this context there 
was a mutual perception of a loss of trust between South Korea and 
Japan as a direct result of the court cases and subsequent reaction.58

 Another interesting point to consider is Moon’s framing of the 
dispute as a “conflict.” In a July 15 meeting with his senior secretaries, 
Moon declared that South Korea “will prevail over this situation.”59 This 
sentiment was repeated in an August 2 meeting, where he promised that 
Korea would “never again lose to Japan.”60 This suggests a powerful 
emotional tint to Moon’s perception of the dispute—one compounded by 
a memory of a Korea oppressed—which shapes what Moon perceives 
as viable options and directions for pursuing relations with Japan. 
Specifically, it is possible that Moon could have felt that “softer” options, 
such as seeking a reversal of the Supreme Court decision or attempting 
to offer concessions, were simply off the table in the face of Japan’s 
aggressive policy shifts. Moon’s reference towards a reopening of 
“deep wounds” also suggests a perception in which there is a conflict 
requiring swift and aggressive action when confronted.61 Indeed, in 
terms of policy, South Korea responded to Japan’s export controls 
in kind by dropping Japan from its own list of “white countries” and 
threatening to unilaterally exit from GSOMIA, an intelligence-sharing 
agreement between the two countries that was previously seen as a 
strong indicator for a more positive form of Korea-Japan relations.62 
While some may conceive the Korean response as an example of a tit-
for-tat response in a game theoretic sense, thereby indicating rationality, 
the sentiments expressed by Moon and the Japanese foreign minister 
alike do much to reveal the affect-based character of the dispute.
 Though it is difficult to ascertain to what degree specifically 
emotions are responsible for South Korean and Japanese policy 
choices which contributed to a downward spiral in their relations, it is 
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clear, at least, that both states viewed the other’s behavior as being 
guided by emotion. Moon, after noting that he “express profound 
regret,” asserted in the August 2 cabinet meeting that Japan’s policy 
represented “undeniable trade retaliation against our Supreme Court’s 
rulings”—retaliation, of course, being a common product of anger. This 
sentiment was expressed earlier by then-Korean Minister of Trade, 
Industry and Energy Sung Yun-mo.63 Kono, responding to Korea’s 
decision to leave GSOMIA, asserted that “Japan-ROK relations 
continue to be in an extremely severe situation because of the series 
of exceedingly negative and irrational actions,” and that he “would like 
to resolutely protest that such a decision has been made.”64 Despite 
both governments’ insistence to the contrary, it is apparent that the 
escalation of the trade dispute was retaliatory in nature. Fundamentally, 
as is made evident by South Korean and Japanese communications, 
emotions had a significant impact on the perceptions of policymakers 
and helped frame the issues as well as determine which options were 
viable. In the context of the trade dispute, the viable options were 
retaliatory; that the crisis actually distracted both states from theoretically 
more pressing geopolitical concerns is suggestive of emotion being a 
driving force behind both South Korean and Japanese decision-making.
 The surprising degree to which emotions have driven the 
relationship becomes even more apparent when considering how 
the discourse over the conflict evolved over time. In 2021, as Japan 
was preparing for the Olympic games that would be hosted in Tokyo 
that summer, South Korean officials had been in talks with their 
Japanese counterparts to host for the very first time a summit between 
President Moon and Prime Minister Suga.65 However, in the midst of 
negotiations, Soma Hirohisa, then-Japanese deputy chief of mission at 
the Japanese embassy in Seoul, suggested that Moon’s bid to improve 
the bilateral relationship between South Korea and Japan amounted 
to “masturbation,” and that “the government of Japan does not think 
about the Japan-Korea relationship as much as Korea does.”66 The 
comment—which had been made in an interview with a South Korean 
reporter, was quickly criticized by both then-Japanese Chief Cabinet 
Secretary Kato Katsunobu and Prime Minister Suga. However, the 
remark had by that point ignited a media firestorm, and the Moon 
administration dropped all negotiations concerning the summit, and 
Moon himself announced that he will not visit Tokyo for the Olympics.67 
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Indeed, according to a Korean newspaper, while Moon’s presidential 
advisers had formerly been evenly split on whether he should attend 
the Tokyo Olympics, the incident led to a consensus against the idea.68

 To some degree, the intense backlash towards the comment 
came as a result of the uncharacteristically lewd nature of the 
comment. As indicated earlier, East Asian communication tends to 
be far more indirect and implicit than is often observed in Western 
contexts, possibly suggesting that it was made in a moment of a lack 
of clarity. Certainly, Hirohisa should have been able to recognize 
the very likely negative consequences which would derive from an 
irresponsible comment made towards a South Korean reporter during 
a period in which both states were engaging in sensitive negotiations 
that could begin to swing their relationship in a more positive 
direction. The seeming recklessness of the Japanese official therefore 
indicated to some observers the more general failure of Japanese 
diplomacy when it came to repairing their relations with South Korea.69 
 Following Nathan S. Park’s argument regarding the incident, the 
remark was evidence that Japan was not, as they themselves asserted, 
engaging in a purely interest-based calculation, but rather a series of 
grievances that cut at the core of their national sense of pride—it brought 
to the forefront a highly sensitive, and therefore emotional, issue that 
policymakers felt demanded a strong response and for which they felt 
they could not make many concessions, lest they face criticism from their 
own peers and constituents. In fact, reflecting on the loss of trust—and 
by extension, the emotionally charged nature of the dispute—between 
the two countries, the Japanese newspaper Asahi Shimbun would 
go as far as to call the Japanese policy the “extreme of stupidity.”70 
 A reasonable criticism of the argument laid out above is that 
the reason why South Korea and Japan have remained so rigid in their 
policies is because of public opinion—specifically, by backing down, they 
would suffer audience costs as their citizens rail against the perceived 
weakness of their government. So, do these emotion-laden discourses 
actually suggest that emotions impacted FPDM as the trade war 
escalated in July and developed afterwards? It is impossible to determine 
with full confidence how impactful emotions truly were in dictating how 
policymakers reached their decisions. However, survey data in Korea and 
Japan suggest, at least, that public opinion cannot adequately explain 
either country’s policy towards the other. In particular, it cannot explain 
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the longevity of those policies. A 2020 survey done jointly in South Korea 
and Japan by Genron NPO and East Asia Institute found that South 
Korean perceptions of Japan experienced a downward trend, while 
Japanese perceptions of South Korea experienced an upward trend; few 
supported their governments’ policy towards the other country, and in 
South Korea, an increasing number of people wanted a new solution 
to the forced labor issue in particular.71 In another survey conducted in 
2022, the joint survey found that in both countries, there were decreased 
threat perceptions, strong popular demands to improve the bilateral 
relationship, especially among the country’s youth (ages 18–39), and 
support for greater cooperation within the US-South Korea-Japan security 
triangle.72 As such, the Korean and Japanese public cannot be said to be 
responsible for sustaining the dispute. Rather, the unwillingness of both 
states to deviate from their chosen policies despite losing public support 
demonstrates to some extent that leaders’ perceptions and feelings have 
some sway over how they have responded to one another over the dispute.

Conclusion
This study is intended to serve two purposes: 1) to take on Karen E. 
Smith’s call to begin a research regime on the real impact of emotions 
in foreign policy decision-making, and 2) to serve as a first cut into 
how emotions-based research can explain decision-making processes 
in South Korea and Japan. As discussed previously, a weakness of 
discourse analysis, and a limitation stemming from the inability to properly 
operationalize emotions, is that it relies on inferences derived from 
speech. Nonetheless, just as with data analysis, estimations pertaining 
to how individuals are feeling can be made with greater accuracy given 
higher volumes of speeches, remarks, press conferences, etc. to assess 
within their respective contexts. 
 It remains unclear to what degree precisely emotions may have 
shaped South Korean and Japanese policymaking processes, though 
it is undeniable that they influenced how the two states viewed the 
others’ intentions and motivations as well as the viability of certain policy 
alternatives. From the very outset of the dispute, the implications of the 
trade dispute on problems related to historical memory restricted the 
number of policy options that policymakers believed were available to 
them. Undoubtedly, part of this was likely out of concern that a conciliatory 
policy could provoke large-scale domestic criticism. However, despite the 



fact that public opinion in both countries towards the other began to shift 
in a more positive direction, and despite both populations’ dissatisfaction 
regarding their government’s policy towards the other country, neither 
government feels comfortable in taking the initiative to begin negotiations 
out of a belief that the other government will engage in bad faith.73 
 By 2023, it is still difficult to predict how the trade dispute will 
evolve, although the longevity of the dispute in itself seems to indicate 
how delicately both countries must navigate the political environment 
to avoid instigating a harsh response from the other. What is known, 
however, is that the powerful emotional component that has become 
embedded within the dispute as a result of the dispute’s origins—that 
is, historical problems that remain extremely sensitive—has been and 
remains a major obstacle to reaching a solution that satisfies both states. 
 As mentioned earlier, this study serves as a first cut into using 
emotions to explain the 2019 trade dispute between South Korea and 
Japan, and many questions remain which would shape how scholars 
understand conflict, interpret state behavior, and develop solutions. Just 
as the motivation for this study was a concentration of research in the 
European context, future research is needed to evaluate the impact of 
emotions in other regional contexts. More research is also needed to 
examine the differences in how leaders’ emotions impact their decision-
making in crises and in contexts such as the Korea-Japan trade dispute, 
which approached but did not meet the threshold to be classified as a 
crisis. Whether there exist differences in the degree to which emotions 
influence decision-making processes in conflicts between rival and 
non-rival states is a similarly important question. Furthermore, as this 
study focused on the executive branches of the South Korean and 
Japanese governments, it is unclear how emotions factor into the 
interactions between members of executive and legislative bodies. 
Additionally, this study does not address the possible role of “expected” 
emotions, whereby leaders express particular emotions publicly to 
satisfy popular demands while privately holding different attitudes. 
 To address these questions, discourse analysis and other 
interpretive methods offer only one type of approach—other methods 
offer unique windows that can offer useful insights into the decision-
making process. For example, research designs incorporating interviews 
with decision-makers can provide a far more detailed picture of how 
leaders felt and thought in specific moments during a crisis which 
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may not be captured in official documents, press releases, letters, 
and other spoken messages delivered in official capacities. While 
interviews often suffer from interviewees being incentivized to engage 
in post-hoc justifications, this problem can be mitigated by comparing 
answers from different interviews and by evaluating them against the 
backdrop of official documents. Furthermore, to examine the relationship 
between foreign policy elites and the public, it may be useful to design 
a survey experiment to evaluate the difference between how citizens 
respond to crisis and non-crisis events with the responses of decision-
makers. Of course, there are significant challenges in the study of 
emotions in foreign policy. Most significantly, there continue to be great 
disagreements over how to operationalize emotions, and whether 
it is even possible to quantify emotions. Nonetheless, the study of 
emotions in foreign policy represents a new and fascinating area of 
inquiry that scholars of international relations must pursue in order 
to develop a more comprehensive understanding of foreign policy 
decision-making as well as conflict initiation, escalation, and resolution. 
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In October 2020, Chinese netizens lashed out against K-pop 
boyband BTS’ acceptance speech after being awarded the 
General James A. Van Fleet Award on October 7. Three 
developments followed in China, referred to in this paper as the 
“BTS controversy”, demonstrating a case in which South Korea 
was seemingly able to exert some kind of undermining effect on 
China, even if that effect was undirected and unintentional. To 
explain this phenomenon, the paper initially draws on existing, 
related theoretical concepts such as cyber information warfare, 
(cyber) soft balancing, soft power, and sharp power. Finding 
that these concepts do not satisfactorily explain the effect that 
was observed in the BTS controversy, the paper subsequently 
argues that the case merits the development of a new theoretical 
concept, which the paper tentatively names “passive cyber 
influence” or “PCI”. The rest of the paper constitutes an attempt 
to theorize the merits and distinguishing features of PCI.

The BTS Controversy
In October 2020, Chinese netizens lashed out against K-pop boyband 
Bangtan Sonyeondan’s (hereafter “BTS”) acceptance speech for being 
awarded the General James A. Van Fleet Award. K-pop, short for “Korean 
pop”, is a popular genre of pop music originating from South Korea. One 
of its largest markets in the Asia-Pacific region is China, a country whose 
relationship with K-pop began roughly in the 1990s. Since then, K-pop 
has become a pop cultural phenomenon in China, enjoyed by Chinese 
youths as well as fans elsewhere around the world.1 Given this, it was 
deemed interesting to observe the online Chinese backlash against 
BTS, a popular and internationally recognized K-pop music group.2
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 The James A. Van Fleet Award recognizes South Koreans or 
Americans for their contribution to US-South Korean relations. Upon 
accepting this award, the BTS spokesperson referred to the shared 
sacrifices of South Korea and the US during the Korean War, saying, 
“We will always remember the history of pain that our two nations shared 
together and the sacrifice of countless men and women”. The speech 
harkened to the fact that the two countries fought on the same side 
during the war.3 The Chinese state tabloid Global Times and Chinese 
Weibo users, however, were not amused. Viewing BTS’ speech as a 
“tone-deaf” and “one-sided insult” to China’s history and identity—
given that China fought on North Korea’s side in the Korean War 
against South Korea and the US—they took to cyberspace to lash out 
vehemently against the K-pop boyband.4 The backlash caused a stir on 
the internet and in the business world as fans of BTS (known as “BTS 
ARMY”) rushed to defend their idols as BTS-associated promotions for 
brands such as Samsung, Hyundai, and FILA disappeared from the 
Chinese market.5 Subsequently, three developments occurred, which 
are collectively referred to in this paper as the “BTS controversy”.
 First, the outrage amongst Chinese fans did not last long.6 In 
May 2021, not even a year after the controversy, BTS’s popularity with 
Chinese fans was more or less undiminished despite Weibo banning 
several prominent BTS fan accounts soon after the release of the 
band’s newest single on YouTube.7 These fan accounts dedicated to 
the group amass millions of followers, with the most popular BTS fan 
account, “BTSBAR,” having over 1.2 million followers.8 Much to the 
Chinese government’s chagrin, BTS’s enduring popularity among 
Chinese fans remained. In April 2021, an online Chinese BTS fan club 
raised the equivalent of $360,000 USD in one hour, all to customize 
an airplane to celebrate the birthday of one of BTS’s members in 
October.9 The incident drew the attention of Weibo—and by extension 
the CCP—who promptly went about banning it (an account with more 
than 1.1 million followers) and other K-pop fan accounts. It is also 
worth noting that even during the height of the controversy in October 
2020, some Chinese BTS Army fans voiced their unwavering support 
for BTS, aligning themselves (albeit inexplicitly) with the tide of 
international BTS fans who feuded against online Chinese nationalists.10

 Second, the immediate reaction from Chinese government 
sources was unusually short-lived. The Global Times article that 
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described how BTS enraged Chinese netizens was withdrawn shortly 
after Zhao Lijian, a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson, said in a 
press conference on October 12,

“On your second question [on what BTS said in their 
acceptance speech]… I want to say that we all should learn 
lessons from history and look forward to the future, hold 
dear peace and strengthen friendship.” 11

 The online furor died out soon after. The source of the Chinese 
government’s backpedaling is not quite clear, and it is likely premature to 
attribute BTS as the sole definitive cause. Nevertheless, rising concerns 
over an escalating (and in the grand scheme of things, fruitless) pop 
culture feud may have influenced the Chinese government to decree 
that the online Chinese nationalists should refrain from pouring their 
ire out on cyberspace. Here, the elements of influence were present. 
The Chinese government was nudged to act in a certain way due to the 
need to reconcile its desire with that of Chinese K-pop fans, which were 
seemingly at odds.
 Third, in September 2021, almost a year after the controversy, the 
Chinese government implemented sweeping regulations across multiple 
industries and online media platforms.12 These included the suspension 
of over 20 Weibo fan accounts of K-pop groups, as well as other online 
celebrity fan clubs. Perhaps unsurprisingly, BTS fan accounts were 
among those suspended.13 These regulations were attempts by the Xi 
Jinping administration to consolidate power and tighten domestic control, 
possibly in preparation for Xi’s third term as president.14 In other words, it 
is unlikely that the regulations were motivated purely out of consternation 
towards K-pop—indeed, the regulations were broader in scope and did 
not specifically target K-pop. Nevertheless, the fact that K-pop-affiliated 
groups were suppressed in a nationwide effort to consolidate control 
is at least somewhat indicative of the Chinese government’s wary 
appraisal of K-pop’s influence. This development suggests that K-pop 
holds a nontrivial influence within China, although it is difficult to quantify.
 Altogether, these developments represent a case in which South 
Korea was seemingly able to exert influence over, and thereby induce 
some kind of effect in, China—even if that effect was undirected and 
unintentional. Korean pop culture has attracted a large following in China 
and its influence on the country proved itself significant during the BTS 
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controversy, when the Chinese government felt compelled to respond 
to the public’s reaction. It can be argued that such influence swayed 
the Chinese government to dial back their narrative on a contentious 
issue that took place in cyberspace and later attempt to thwart the 
source of the influence by implementing sweeping regulations.15

 These developments resonate, albeit imperfectly, with certain 
existing theoretical concepts in the international relations (IR) and 
cybersecurity literature.16 Finding the BTS controversy to be interesting 
and relatively uncommon for all the reasons noted above, this paper 
attempts to understand the case’s theoretical underpinnings, applying 
existing theories to properly contextualize the case within the field of IR.
 This paper argues that the BTS controversy and the events that 
followed it warrant the development of a novel theoretical concept for 
understanding warfare,17 or competition, in the online media or cyber 
domain. This theoretical concept is tentatively named “passive cyber-
influence”. The paper will begin by examining the BTS controversy in 
relation to existing theoretical concepts in IR.18 Concepts such as cyber 
information warfare, cyber soft balancing, soft power, and sharp power will 
be analyzed and ultimately found to be inadequate. Next, the paper will 
aggregate the main points learned from the earlier section and introduce 
a novel concept that best explains the case. The section will examine the 
concept’s merits by specifying the various benefits this concept could 
provide—especially for foreign policy decision-makers and strategists.

Assessing K-pop’s “Influence”
It is not uncommon to see media be used to further political or national 
interests.19 As such, existing theoretical concepts might help to properly 
conceptualize K-pop in the context of the influence BTS seemingly 
exerted over China in 2020 and 2021. Where plain reality might impede 
deeper understanding, related concepts in the IR/cybersecurity literature 
might illuminate. This section will therefore assess four separate concepts 
for their applicability and ability to explain the K-pop influence observed 
during the BTS controversy.

1. Cyber Information Warfare

Cyber information warfare (hereafter cyber-IW) affects the psychologies 
of target audiences to persuade, mislead, deceive, or otherwise 
influence the audience’s behaviors, motives, and emotions.20 Cyber-IW 
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is conducted with the intent of obtaining a concrete strategic outcome 
and is defined in the realm of information warfare as the ability to get 
an adversary to align one’s  political goals with those of the perpetrator 
of information warfare.21 Elsewhere, cyber-IW is described as an act of 
deliberate subversion22 and characterized by the unpredictability of its 
effects, the (generally) non-lethal nature of IW operations, the difficulty 
with discerning who is conducting IW operations and for what reasons, 
and the relative safety with which IW conductors operate, which then 
facilitates the persistency of cyber-IW operations and their effects.23

 Some of these theorized elements of information warfare were 
at play during the BTS controversy. For one thing, K-pop (through 
BTS) was seemingly able to disturb, and therefore “subvert”, the 
normal state of affairs in China. The fourfold characterization of cyber-
IW, as presented by Libicki and summarized above, is also present 
in the case. For example, the controversy in China did not result in 
physical injuries or casualties. The clash of opinions between Chinese 
nationalist netizens and BTS fans, as well as the government’s unusual 
responses to the controversy was also unforeseen and unexpected.
 However, when the question is asked of who conducted 
the ostensible “cyber-IW operations” of the BTS controversy, the 
applicability of cyber-IW falls through. Libicki talks of “information 
warriors” conducting cyber-IW attacks;24 a facet that was absent in the 
BTS controversy unless one counts—absurdly—BTS itself or its fanbase 
as such. In theory, cyber-IW operations are conducted deliberately, with 
the express intent of achieving meaningful strategic outcomes.25 Implicit 
in cyber-IW is the requirement of “purposeful intent”, and the lack of 
such intent behind the effects observed during the BTS controversy 
problematizes the use of this concept as an explanation for the case.
 In short, there was no observable, conscious strategic goal on 
the part of South Korea to affect the psychology of the Chinese public 
via the BTS controversy. It would be presumptuous to assert that the 
South Korean government had the intention of spreading propaganda 
or discord in China when it promoted its cultural industries. Above 
all, the “effect” induced in China was generated, not by South Korea 
or exclusively by South Koreans, but primarily by online BTS fans—a 
demographic which included Chinese and other international individuals.26

2. (Cyber) Soft Balancing
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Robert Pape defined soft balancing as “actions that do not directly 
challenge US military preponderance but that use nonmilitary tools 
to delay, frustrate, and undermine aggressive unilateral US military 
policies”.27 A critical element of “soft balancing,” then, is the use of 
nonmilitary tools to undermine rivals of preponderant capabilities and 
counter their “hard balancing” behavior. Further works have broadened 
the concept of soft balancing to the use of either military or nonmilitary 
tools to undermine the power of rivals without direct confrontation; this 
is opposed to hard balancing, which is taken to mean increasing one’s 
own power to directly confront one’s rivals.28 The logic of soft balancing 
holds that when a weaker state faces a stronger state, there is relatively 
weaker incentive for the former to hard-balance against the latter (by 
building alliances, developing capabilities, etc.), especially when the 
power differentials are too wide for hard balancing to be of any meaningful 
use. Given such a predicament, the weaker state would, among other 
things, seek to undermine the stronger state’s power while avoiding 
confrontation.29 Asymmetric power relationships, then, determine 
the likelihood of soft balancing being utilized as a foreign policy tool.
 Cyber provides just such a tool for asymmetric actors.30 Through 
cyber means, actors can undermine their rivals’ relative power—for 
example, by using cyber espionage to undermine economic capability, 
and disinformation to undermine domestic stability and competence.31 
At first glance, the asymmetric power differential between South 
Korea and China would make it seem as though cyber soft balancing 
suitably describes South Korea’s actions during the BTS controversy. 
The problem, however, lies in that very statement—South Korea, as 
a government or political actor, did not intentionally act to achieve the 
desired outcome. Instead, it benefited from something that occurred 
passively or without any deliberate effort. South Korea was not an active 
agent in the BTS controversy, neither directly confronting nor indirectly 
undermining Chinese power by destabilizing its domestic stability; South 
Korea simply wasn’t an active participant in the BTS controversy. One 
might argue that because BTS is South Korean, and because South 
Korea actively supports BTS, K-pop, and “Hallyu”,32 South Korea may 
be described as having perpetrated soft balancing through the BTS 
controversy. This claim is problematic because it makes a tenuous 
connection between South Korea and the end-effect of the controversy. 
It was, after all, not the South Korean government that directly enacted 
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the “disruptive” fan war in China, but the fans themselves who did so.33 
Ascribing responsibility for the BTS controversy to South Korea strains 
the bounds of plausibility. The fact that South Korea endorses K-pop and 
BTS does not necessarily imply that the country is able to orchestrate 
fandom reactions, or that the nation can somehow weaponize fandoms 
into agents of soft balancing. By the same token, blaming South Korea for 
somehow orchestrating conflicts among BTS fans, thereby undermining 
Chinese power, and committing cyber soft balancing, is absurd. 

3. Soft Power 

During the BTS controversy, groups of Chinese and international fans 
clashed online against Chinese nationalists; the resulting clash prompted 
the Chinese government to react. It may be argued that because the 
government’s reaction34 was a response to fans of K-pop, the BTS 
controversy was an example of soft power in action.
 To Joseph Nye, soft power means “getting others to want the 
outcomes that you want—co-opt[ing] people rather than coerc[ing] 
them… the ability to shape the preferences of others”.35 A country’s 
“attractiveness” is key to the workings of soft power. By genuinely 
attracting others to one’s worldview, agenda, or constituent values and 
culture,36 the soft power-producer becomes an object of aspiration for 
others, which then drives other countries to align themselves with the 
preferences of the soft power-producer. From these descriptions, one 
may extract the following points about soft power. First, soft power can 
come from cultural resources. Second, these cultural resources must be 
attractive. Third, “attractiveness” occurs when the “soft power affectee” 
holds a genuine belief in the beneficial and/or aspirational qualities of 
a soft power-constituting resource. Fourth, once this attractiveness 
has successfully influenced the preferences of another actor to be 
similar to the preferences of the resource’s producer (i.e., once co-
option has occurred), then the resource can be definitively considered 
“soft power” in conceptual terms. Fifth, the process described above 
can be re-described as an attempt by a soft power-producer to exert 
influence over an affectee.37 Sixth, soft power must therefore be 
deliberate to count as soft power. At the very least, soft power must 
be the product of conscious, active decisions and operations. To 
“exert influence” implies that an actor is making a conscious decision 
to exert influence; as such, to qualify as soft power, a resource must 
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have been purposefully deployed by a country with the conscious 
intent to utilize the resource as an influence-exerting soft power tool.
 BTS is indeed a South Korean cultural resource and is 
undoubtedly popular in China and internationally. However, for something 
to qualify as soft power, the affectee must find it genuinely attractive. 
Ultimately, the BTS controversy demonstrated to China the potential of 
K-pop to undermine and manipulate; how K-pop’s attractiveness could 
potentially create disruptions in China’s domestic stability. As such, while 
BTS and K-pop is popular among Chinese people, they do not have 
the same appeal to the Chinese government. The government seems 
wary of the influence K-pop can exert over its people, as evidenced by 
China’s social media bans in 2021. This is a far cry from what soft power 
is supposed to accomplish, which is to influence Beijing’s preferences so 
that it aligns closely with Seoul’s. Thus, it can be argued that K-pop fails 
to qualify as soft power as it lacks the perceived “attractiveness” from the 
Chinese state.

4. Sharp Power

Finally, one must consider K-pop during the BTS controversy as a 
potential example of sharp power, given K-pop’s ostensibly destabilizing 
effect on China during the controversy. Sharp power is associated 
with manipulation, subversion, and censorship. It is characterized 
by the use of resources, not to attract or forcibly coerce, but to distort 
narratives and limit free expression from within.38 By this definition, the 
BTS controversy contains elements of sharp power manipulation. For 
instance, during the height of the controversy, the Chinese government 
was faced with a segment of its population that remained supportive of 
BTS despite the boy group’s supposedly anti-Chinese remarks. This 
can be seen as BTS having “manipulated” the Chinese public against 
the desires of the Chinese government, which in turn would be highly 
undesirable for a regime that concerns itself with its tight control of 
public narratives. In sharp power, the manipulator stands to gain while 
the affectee stands to lose; in this sense, the affectee (China) “lost” by 
having its people become “manipulated” by the attractiveness of K-pop 
and therefore causing some form of disruption in its domestic stability, 
while the manipulator (Korea) “gained” by sticking it to their larger rival.
 Herein, however, lies the problem with using sharp power to 
describe the BTS controversy. There is no clear indication that South 
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Korea used K-pop explicitly to “stick it” to China. This is problematic 
as the concept of sharp power implies that, in order for something to 
count as sharp power, a conscious intent to exert influence must be 
evident.39 Sharp power is unsuitable for explaining the BTS controversy 
for there was no evident intent on the part of South Korea to use BTS and 
K-pop deliberately as a tool of sharp power, especially towards China.40

 Conversely, clear intent—the intent to distort, manipulate, and 
undermine—is more readily apparent in cases regarded as actual 
examples of sharp power. China’s ostensible “training programs” for 
African journalists and its engagement with Latin American academics, 
journalists, and officials display China’s evident intent to proliferate pro-
Chinese narratives.41 The Russian disinformation campaign during the 
2016 US election further demonstrates how explicit intent is required for 
something to count as sharp power, even if that intent is masked. In 
comparison, it is harder to see in K-pop any explicit intent to manipulate;42 
for that matter, arguing that “manipulating countries through K-pop” was 
the South Korean government’s intention behind supporting its cultural 
industries would be an unsubstantiated claim.
 In effect, intentions shouldn’t be ignored when trying to understand 
the role K-pop played during the BTS controversy. Even though the effect 
produced by K-pop was akin to that of sharp power, the lack of purposeful 
intent disqualifies sharp power as a suitable explanation for K-pop’s role 
in the BTS controversy. Where soft power is unsuitable because the effect 
generated had less to do with attraction and more to do with distortion, 
sharp power is unsuitable because the effect generated lacked intent.

Passive Cyber Influence
Having attempted to apply various theoretical concepts, the paper may 
draw three major points regarding the BTS controversy. First, K-pop is 
attractive to people and thereby exerts influence, as evidenced by the 
behavior of Chinese and international fans of BTS. This influence also 
caused some Chinese people (i.e., Chinese fans of BTS) to regard 
information differently from their compatriots; this is evidenced by how 
some Chinese netizens continued to support BTS despite their “anti-
Chinese” statements in 2020, and the longevity of the Chinese BTS fandom.
 Second, through this influence, K-pop had an undermining 
effect which took place in cyberspace, as evidenced by how the 
Chinese government was forced to contend with its domestic BTS 
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fans in 2020 and 2021. Facing its “influenced” citizens (as well as the 
broader group of international BTS fans), the Chinese government 
was forced to acknowledge the “undermining” effect K-pop was having 
on Chinese domestic stability. This acknowledgement manifested 
in China’s expedient resolution of the online controversy in October 
2020 and its regulations against online fan communities in 2021.
 Third, the BTS controversy can be characterized by the lack 
of intent, or passivity, behind the effect induced by K-pop and its fans. 
“Passive”, as in there was no clear sign that Korea (or indeed any political 
entity) was deliberately or directly responsible for the effect induced in 
China. While K-pop is South Korean, it is difficult43 to say that South 
Korea intended to use K-pop to undermine Chinese domestic stability; 
more appropriate would be to say that K-pop itself, or at least K-pop fans, 
were responsible. It is difficult to say whether BTS or K-pop constitute 
politically motivated, insidious attempts on the part of the South Korean 
government to purposefully corrode the domestic stability of countries 
whose citizens enjoy K-pop.
 Regardless, deliberate or not, K-pop has exerted a nonnegligible 
undermining effect on China. Given this distinction, and because the 
existing theoretical concepts do not sufficiently address this conceptual 
niche,44 this paper introduces “passive cyber influence” (hereafter PCI) 
as the term for what this paper considers the most suitable theoretical 
description of what happened during the BTS controversy. K-pop, 
through BTS, exerted influence over a portion of the Chinese people, 
thereby manifesting an effect primarily through the medium of cyber. This 
influence was not exerted directly by a political entity, nor was there any 
knowable intent behind the effect generated—hence, the influence was 
passive in nature.
 Further thought should be given to whether BTS’s undermining 
effect was intentional. Is K-pop a government-sponsored operation to 
undermine select political entities? In the affirmative view, one might 
point to the South Korean government’s sustained investment in the 
nation’s cultural industries.45 Yet this position is weak as, again, there is 
little evidence that, despite the South Korean government’s long-running 
support of its cultural and soft power resources, there was an explicit 
intent to turn those resources to disruptive ends, much less to turn those 
disruptive resources against as specific a target as China. One can 
argue that K-pop is a government-sponsored soft power “operation”—
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at best, an example of passive cyber influence, as this paper argues. 
It is not, however, a deliberate act of state-sponsored subversion.
 K-pop, specifically BTS, served as the medium through which 
PCI was manifested. Although Korea was not directly responsible for 
K-pop’s effect on China, it can be indirectly attributed for facilitating 
“passive cyber influence” through its support of K-pop and its development 
of the attractive capabilities of its cultural industries. The validity of the 
previous sentence will vary if “passive cyber influence” is replaced by 
“cyber-IW”, “cyber soft balancing”, “soft power”, or “sharp power”, but 
the BTS controversy nonetheless demonstrates the need for a term 
that can stand independent of existing theories. PCI holds merit as a 
standalone concept because it offers a distinct set of advantages for 
its implementers. Individually, these advantages can be found in other 
concepts. PCI, however, works because it offers all these advantages as 
a set. This section will elaborate on these PCI-derived benefits, of which 
there are four.

1. Avenue for Asymmetric Competition

Though it was likely not Korea’s intent, K-pop, a Korean cultural 
resource, seemingly had an undermining effect on China from the 
viewpoint of the Chinese government. This resonates with the concept 
of soft balancing, especially the point Pape makes about how less-
powerful actors will tend to soft-balance against more powerful 
actors, given the costs and risks of direct confrontations entailed by 
the relative differences in their capabilities.46 In its efforts to promote 
its cultural industry (PCI), South Korea inadvertently found a way to 
undermine China. In the context of the Korea-China “competition,” 
it can be said that South Korea has found a way to wage asymmetric 
competition and reap asymmetric gains. These gains will continue to be 
asymmetric as long as South Korean cultural exports remain attractive.
 Applied in contexts beyond the Korea-China dyad, PCI is a 
passive way for smaller powers to viably compete against greater powers 
and secure their national interests in the process. In short, PCI facilitates 
asymmetric competition.47 

2. Plausible Deniability: “Your Problem, Not Mine”

Perhaps the most diabolical aspect of the BTS controversy—and therefore 
of PCI—is the absence of a clear entity to blame. This runs deeper than 
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the “attribution dilemma” so often pointed out in cybersecurity.48 China 
may have sought to blame South Korea for the inconvenience caused by 
K-pop. But to date, China has taken no formal retributive position against 
the Korean government for its support of K-pop; this is perhaps because 
the very notion of doing so sounds ridiculous. China cannot condemn 
Korea for its own citizens’ enjoyment of K-pop and expect to be taken 
seriously; it is also ludicrous to demonize Korea for creating a cultural 
brand so “attractive” that it would exert such influence over Chinese people.
 In short, manifesting PCI—which Korea has inadvertently 
allowed by developing K-pop—comes with an almost irreproachable 
plausible deniability.49 When the affected party of PCI criticizes the agent 
of PCI for causing domestic discord and disunity, the agent may shrug, 
point to the affected party’s own people, and comment that the people 
are eager to consume the medium through which PCI is manifested.
 The plausible deniability that comes with PCI is also aided by 
the seemingly harmless nature of PCI mediums. PCI, as manifested in 
the K-pop phenomenon, has all the trappings of soft power. Though the 
effect exerted by K-pop during the BTS controversy was closer to sharp 
power, this does not diminish the general perception of K-pop as an 
expression of, if not soft power in the technical sense, then at the very 
least the attractiveness of South Korea’s cultural brand. To the cynically 
inclined, this veneer of soft power is the perfect smokescreen, especially 
as the soft power-like aspects of a PCI medium are mostly genuine.

3. Multipurpose Synergy

South Korea’s development of its cultural industries is important to 
South Korea as it satisfies economic and diplomatic objectives in 
one fell swoop. Korea’s cultural industries are a lucrative source of 
economic productivity. For example, Korea’s annual exports of cultural 
content have shown a consistent increase, with exports growing from 
$1.4 billion USD in 2006, to $4.3 billion USD in 2011, and reaching 
$10 billion USD in 2019.50 In a study in 2018, BTS was estimated to 
have generated on average 4.1 trillion Korean Won in annual economic 
value—roughly equivalent to the combined sales of 26 average mid-
sized South Korean companies—and to have been responsible for 
1.7 percent of the value of South Korea’s consumer goods exports 
in 2017.51 Furthermore, by developing its cultural industries, Korea 
is able to support its diplomatic initiatives. The so-called “Korean 
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wave” of Hallyu is used as the basis of cultural diplomacy, supporting 
inter-state trade, tourism, education, dialogue, and consumerism.52

 These points demonstrate that the development of South Korean 
cultural industries—of which K-pop is a part—serves multiple South 
Korean national interests. By cultivating the attractiveness and brand 
message of K-pop, South Korea can synergistically expand its economy, 
improve its diplomatic relations, and build vigorously supportive groups 
of regular citizens around the world. With the latter, South Korea can 
inconvenience, albeit in an undirected sense, the interests of other 
countries’ governments—this capability was showcased in China during 
the BTS controversy. A resource that can manifest PCI is a resource that 
aids in pursuing a country’s national interests in a subtle yet effective way.

4. Efficacy: Memetic, Viral, Unstoppable

Finally, PCI is deemed efficacious, as the effect induced by K-pop in China 
was nearly unstoppable. K-pop’s ability to attract people from all over the 
world made the effect tenacious, even if it was not the most extreme 
in severity or intensity. Quelling or eliminating such attraction-based 
influence proved to be difficult. This is suggested by the strong presence 
of Chinese BTS Army fans in 2021,53 even after BTS’ controversial 
statements in 2020. The ineliminable nature of “attractive” entities, such 
as BTS and K-pop, is further exemplified by the Chinese government’s 
ongoing efforts to forcibly regulate online fan communities. These real-
world phenomena suggest that it is difficult to contain the effects of PCI.
 PCI’s “unstoppable” quality, in turn, stems from its memetic and 
viral nature. In the BTS controversy, the vessel of PCI was BTS, the K-pop 
boyband. K-pop, in the form of BTS, in turn exerted memetic influence over 
its consumers, which means that K-pop’s influence is information-based. 
Consumers receive information about K-pop, perceive that information 
to be attractive, and then judge K-pop to be an object of attraction and 
long-term support. This process describes the mechanism of influence 
as present in K-pop and is judged to be memetic/information-based. In 
addition, K-pop can spread rapidly within and across communities by 
being memetic and viral—in other words, K-pop (and as a consequence, 
PCI) is viral. The virulence of PCI’s influence makes it harder to contain 
its effects, which cyberspace has only amplified. PCI mediums can 
multiply their memetic and viral influence via the interconnective and 
geographically limitless expanse of cyberspace. K-pop has accomplished 
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as much through a combination of media, marketing, merchandising, 
and fan engagement. Even if the Chinese government manages to 
crack down on online fandom communities, it will find it harder to root 
out domestic fans’ attraction towards BTS, and by extension, towards 
K-pop. In this case, PCI also demonstrates its similarity with cyber-IW, 
for both achieve effects through online information and psychology.54

Conclusion
It is difficult to qualify PCI as an act of war. Thomas Rid, for example, 
writes that to be classified as “war”, an act must be lethal, coercive, and 
politically motivated.55 PCI fulfils none of these criteria.56 PCI would be 
better understood as a form of interstate competition, rather than war 
per se. Competition is a broader, more malleable term; it acknowledges 
that it is inaccurate to say both that PCI equates to offensive, war-like 
activity and that PCI doesn’t undermine other actors. PCI occupies an 
unusual niche, where it cannot be called an offensive act (for it lacks the 
intensity of effect and the conscious direction to qualify as such), nor can 
it fully be exempted from malignant connotations (given that it possesses 
diabolically justifiable and manipulative capabilities). This combination of 
traits suggests that PCI is best viewed as a subtle form of competition 
that benefits those without the native means to compete against more 
powerful actors.
 This makes sense in the context of South Korea and China. 
While arguably unintentional, PCI effectively helped South Korea 
compete against Chinese interests by undermining Chinese national 
power (vis-à-vis Chinese domestic stability), thus helping secure 
Korea’s interests in the process. Such boost in securing national 
interest isn’t something that can be achieved by relying solely on 
conventional capabilities, whether it be military might or economic clout. 
 The plausible deniability offered by PCI is another boon for 
South Korea, for China cannot reasonably accuse or punish Korea for 
the attractiveness of its culture. There is nothing outwardly malignant 
about PCI mediums like K-pop; this confusing “facade-but-not-actually-
a-facade”, “propaganda-but-not-really-propaganda” characteristic offers 
the perfect smokescreen and asymmetric tool for smaller powers. 
Finally, compounding PCI’s value is its “passive”, or undirected, 
characteristic. China cannot reasonably retaliate against South Korea 
for something so passive as PCI—meanwhile, the influence exerted by 
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PCI will continue ever on, passively benefiting Korea by improving its 
image abroad and undermining potential international rivals, all without 
needing to input conscious direction. In this light, the passivity of PCI 
should not be considered a limitation but a critically valuable element. 
 This is not to overstate the impact of PCI. The BTS controversy 
was arguably an uncommon example of K-pop—a cultural resource 
more readily considered a form of soft power—having such a particular 
effect on a foreign country. It is also very likely that there were additional 
factors that went into the Chinese government’s decision to behave 
the way it did in the wake of the controversy: the backpedaling after 
Zhao Lijian’s statements on October 12 and the slew of online media 
regulations in September 2021. As an avenue of further research, this 
paper suggests looking into the motivations and processes that led 
the Chinese Communist Party to impose its digital media regulations 
in 2021. Studying the Chinese online media space would be useful for 
identifying the degree to which the Chinese government considered 
the influence of foreign online media presences, ideas, and voices 
on their people when making decisions related to media regulation. 
 Nevertheless, while the qualities described above are found 
individually in existing concepts in cyber/IR, the concept of PCI as 
theorized in this paper is perhaps the first to offer them as a distinct 
set. In doing so, PCI offers a differentiated concept for understanding 
international politics, especially in areas where international relations 
intersects with cyberspace—which the BTS controversy of 2020-2021 
exemplifies.
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Exploring the “Pyonghattan” Elite: 
A Glimpse into their Lives and Prospects 
in a United Korea

Liam Vincent Quinn

(Yonsei University) 

Despite decades of division, the assumption that Korean 
reunification eventually will occur remains. In South Korea, 
there is an expectation that due to the nation’s economic and 
demographic dominance over its Northern counterpart, any 
occurrence of reunification would be led by the South. Yet, this 
paper explores the reunification process in relation to the lives of 
the North Korean “Pyonghattan” elite, a group whose significance 
has been overlooked in South Korean-led reunification discourse. 
After exploring the economic, social, and political significance 
of this elite North Korean group, this paper demonstrates why 
and how they may be significant in the reunification process. 
Moreover, this paper identifies three main areas of concern likely 
anticipated by the North Korean “Pyonghattan” elite regarding 
Korean reunification—their economic status, social status, and 
safety. For Korean reunification to occur, it is crucial for the South 
Korean government to address such concerns through effective 
policy and communication.

Introduction
The process toward the reunification of the Democratic People’s Republic 
of Korea (North Korea) and the Republic of Korea (South Korea) into 
one single Korean sovereign state has been underway since the June 
15th North–South Joint Declaration in June 2000. This was reaffirmed 
by the subsequent Panmunjom Declaration for Peace, Prosperity and 
Unification of the Korean Peninsula in April 2018 as well as the statement 
at the Singapore Summit in June 2018 between the Democratic People’s 
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Republic of Korean Supreme Leader, Kim Jong-un, and the then-US 
President, Donald Trump.1

 It is possible to argue that both Koreas harbor a shared 
aspiration for reunification as a paramount objective. However, their 
perceptions of the reunification process diverge significantly and 
are shaped by distinct conditions and circumstances. North Korea 
emphasizes the preservation of its political system and national 
identity, often advocating for a gradual and controlled integration. 
On the other hand, South Korea envisions reunification based on 
democratic principles, a market-oriented economy, and a desire 
for a rapid assimilation of North Korea into its existing framework.2

 This idea of a rapid assimilation of North Korea into South 
Korea’s existing framework is a prevalent underlying assumption in 
South Korea and across international communities. The idea is that, 
due to South Korea’s economic and demographic dominance and 
prominent role in global affairs compared to North Korea, South Korea 
would essentially take the lead in any such reunification process.3 It is 
important to emphasize that this presumption is a constructed narrative 
that exists within certain social and literary contexts, particularly in 
the field of Korean and international studies. The idea of South Korea 
taking the lead in a reunification process should be approached 
critically, with an understanding of its subjective nature within academic 
discourse. For the purpose of this essay, the implications of reunification 
led by the South will be explored, particularly in terms of North 
Korea’s elite population and their potential aspirations and concerns.
 One consequence assuming reunification under South Korea is 
the potential risk of overlooking the concerns that exist among diverse 
groups in North Korea. Moreover, in academic literature that examines 
the human rights and socioeconomic conditions in North Korea, there is 
a tendency to portray North Koreans as a homogenous group of people 
who are overwhelmingly impoverished and subject to the control of the 
ruling North Korean Workers’ Party elite.4 These studies often highlight 
and only focus on the widespread poverty, hunger, and lack of basic 
human rights and freedoms experienced by the majority of North Koreans 
under the regime. One group that is often overlooked in the reunification 
process is the elite in North Korea, whose general view is that reunification 
led by South Korea would be disadvantageous for them economically, 
socially, and politically. They essentially view reunification as a process 
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in which they would be unlikely to survive.5 Yet, if the perspective of 
this group is not taken into consideration when developing reunification 
protocols, it is unlikely reunification can occur in a smooth manner.
 This paper is divided into two main sections. The first part 
focuses on analyzing this under-researched group of the North Korean 
“Pyonghattan” elite, including their economic, social, and political 
significance in North Korea. The second part applies this knowledge 
within a reunification framework to understand why and how the North 
Korean elite should be considered in the process of reunification. This 
includes how they may perceive the process of reunification, why they 
are an important factor in negotiating the process of reunification, 
and what potential strategies could be implemented by the South 
Korean government to ensure effective consideration of this group. 

Literature Review
Through an examination of the relevant literature, two gaps were 
identified for exploration in this research. “Pyonghattan” elite in North 
Korea were found to be an overwhelmingly unexplored group in general. 
Much of the literature surrounding the lives of North Koreans tends to 
generalize the lives of North Koreans in terms of the poor majority, who 
live in poverty, or focus solely on top leaders in the North Korean Workers’ 
Party of Korea, but limited literature focuses on the economic and social 
elites residing in Pyongyang. Information about who this group is, how 
they live, and their social significance was found to be lacking.6 This is 
somewhat understandable, given that the “Pyonghattan” elite make up a 
small percentage of the population, and their lives are not reflective of the 
average North Korean. Empirical evidence suggests that North Korea’s 
“Pyonghattan” elite, who enjoy higher social status and better living 
conditions compared to the general population, are significantly less likely 
to defect from North Korea than the rest of the population. According to a 
2016 survey of 300 North Korean defectors conducted by the Database 
Center for North Korean Human Rights, only 4.3 percent of defectors 
belonged to the upper class, compared to 60.6 percent who were from the 
working class and 35.1 percent from the middle class.7 Limited testimonials 
from defectors of the elite group further support this notion, as many of 
the known defectors are from the lower and middle classes.8 This paper 
attempts to utilize available research to explore the lives of this group 
in North Korea, under the supposition that doing so will be an essential 
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step in creating the necessary environment for reunification to occur.
 Secondly, this paper found that a large majority of the 
literature surrounding Korean reunification focuses on the process 
from a South Korean perspective, under the assumption that South 
Korea will lead and control the reunification process.9 Meanwhile, 
very limited literature considers an equal merging of the two systems 
or the prospects of a North Korean-led reunification process. Often 
overlooked in these South Korean-led reunification discussions are the 
diverse groups that exist in North Korea and their different perspectives, 
desires, and hopes for the reunification process. This has hindered 
the opportunity to understand how reunification is viewed by diverse 
groups in North Korea of different economic, social, and political 
status. Thus, this paper attempts to fill this gap by exploring a unique 
and under-researched group in North Korea—the “Pyonghattan” elite.
 The research question will be, “Why and how should the North 
Korean ‘Pyonghattan’ elite be considered throughout the process of 
a reunification led by South Korea?” This paper hypothesizes that 
through exploring the “Pyonghattan” elite in North Korea, readers can 
gain a better understanding of the conditions that the South Korean 
government should consider when it comes to reunification. The views 
the “Pyonghattan” elite toward Korean reunification are expected 
to be less than favorable, and given their power and position, it will 
be essential for the South Korean government to develop relevant 
social and economic policies that would appeal to this group. Without 
doing so, reunification would be more unlikely to ever occur.10

Methodology 
The collection of relevant information for the study of reunification in 
relation to the “Pyonghattan” elite of North Korea has proven to be difficult. 
North Korean studies in general suffer from a lack of primary sources, 
often depending solely on testimonies of North Korean defectors, which 
can pose a variety of validity and reliability concerns.11 Additionally, 
focus on a niche group of North Koreans, the “Pyonghattan” elite, further 
exacerbates the challenge of attaining relevant information. 
 Thus, this research employs a methodology that incorporates 
secondary research from sources, such as scholarly papers and 
documentaries. Additionally, primary information has been obtained 
through a combination of case studies, YouTube videos, interviews, 
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and speeches involving defectors. This multi-faceted approach aims 
to compensate for the scarcity of primary sources and provide a 
comprehensive understanding of the “Pyonghattan” elite and their role in 
the reunification process.

The “Pyonghattan” Elite 
Scholars and journalists have used the term “Pyonghattan” to refer 
to the world of North Korea’s elite residing in Pyongyang, which has 
been depicted in both media and academic literature as a parallel 
universe to Manhattan, New York in the US. This includes descriptions 
of luxurious lifestyles and access to Western consumer goods, which 
is in stark contrast with the rest of North Korea’s population living in 
poverty and oppression. Similarly, other studies have highlighted this 
group’s exclusive nature, significant power and wealth, and relative 
isolation from the rest of North Korean society.12 As the capital of North 
Korea, Pyongyang is a city of megalomaniacal architecture and public 
spaces, including immense palaces, coliseums, grandiose boulevards, 
skyscrapers, and prim gardens. Moreover, it is the stomping ground of 
the North Korean elite, who have access to the best education, housing, 
food, and medicine the country has to offer.13 Curtis Melvin, a researcher 
at The Korea Development Institute, used satellite imagery to discover 
Pyongyang’s recent boom in construction, including the building of 
department stores, housing, movie theatres, karaoke bars, sports and 
cultural centers, as well as amusement parks and aquariums.14 This 
boom has been particularly prevalent since Kim Jong-un assumed 
power and put into practice his aims to modernize the city of Pyongyang. 
He has cultivated a group of young, cosmopolitan Pyongyang elite by 
allowing foreign currency flow and pushing state resources into housing, 
consumer, and leisure projects, as well as supporting the building of new 
apartments, such as Ryomyong Street in 2017 and Mirae Scientist Street 
in 2015.15

 From cosmetic surgery to ski resorts, the “Pyonghattan” elite in 
North Korea are able to live a life of relative luxury. Pyongyang’s elite 
have access to international dining experiences, including Japanese and 
Italian restaurants, that are not accessible to the rest of the country’s 
population.16 While North Korean state media tightly controls access to 
outside media, there are reports that the elite in Pyongyang have access 
to international movies, music, and TV shows through illegal means.17 
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While fashion is regulated by the state, and certain items, such as 
short skirts and sleeveless shirts are prohibited, for the “Pyonghattan” 
elite, items from global and luxury brands are available for purchase.18

 Meanwhile, it is important to note that despite the apparent 
existence of a normal or even luxurious lifestyle for the elite, the majority 
of North Koreans continue to face significant challenges. This includes 
limited access to basic necessities such as food, healthcare, and 
electricity, as well as widespread human rights abuses by the regime. 
A United Nations report in 2014 accused the North Korean government 
of committing crimes against humanity, including torture, rape, forced 
abortions, and starvation.19 These factors combine to make life extremely 
difficult for the overwhelming majority of North Koreans, even as a small 
elite enjoy privileges not available to the rest of the population. According 
to a report by The Chosun Ilbo, a South Korean newspaper, the average 
monthly salary of North Koreans is around 4,000 to 5,000 North Korean 
Won, which is roughly equivalent to US $4-6.20 This amount is barely 
enough to cover essential needs, such as food, clothing, and housing. 
The cost of living in North Korea is generally high, and prices for basic 
needs have risen in recent years due to international sanctions and 
a shortage of foreign currency. For instance, a kilogram of rice costs 
around US $1.50-2.50 in local markets, while a liter of cooking oil costs 
around US $7-10. These prices are beyond the means of most North 
Koreans, who struggle to make ends meet.21  Hence, the economic 
disparities between the “Pyonghattan” elite and the rest of the North 
Korean population are significant. The elite enjoy access to luxuries 
and amenities that are unavailable to most people in the country 
while the average North Korean struggles to afford basic necessities.
 Social groups can be understood through North Korea’s 
political caste system, referred to as songbun, which has been used 
to classify the nation’s population. All adults are divided into one of 
three groups (and 51 subgroups) based on the regime’s perception 
of the individual’s political reliability given their family’s loyalty to the 
regime. The three main groups are “core,” “wavering,” and “hostile.” 
The “core” class consists of high-ranking military officials, diplomats, 
and successful businessmen. The “wavering” class consists of ordinary 
peasants and low-ranking office workers. The “hostile” class consists 
of political dissidents and criminals, as well as capitalists and former 
landowners. Due to the predetermination of life trajectories within 
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songbun, it offers little reward for individual ambition and initiative as 
it is primarily measured by a family’s historical loyalty to the regime.
 Given the high status and privilege enjoyed by the “Pyonghattan” 
elite, it is reasonable to gather that many members of this group occupy 
the “core” class in the songbun system, which includes individuals who 
have demonstrated exceptional loyalty to the regime and are therefore 
afforded greater social and economic opportunities. Yet, there are some 
important distinctions to be made in acknowledging the “Pyonghattan” 
elite in relation to the songbun system. The songbun system is a caste-
like, social stratification system that is officially recognized and enforced 
by the North Korean government, and individuals at the top of the songbun 
totem pole are those who are deemed most loyal to the regime and are 
therefore granted the greatest privileges and opportunities. Meanwhile, 
the “Pyonghattan” elite are not officially recognized nor defined by the 
North Korean government or any authoritative body. This means that it 
is difficult to determine an exact number of individuals who make up this 
group and make definitive statements about the overlap between these 
two groups.
 In recent years, the songbun system in North Korea has faced 
significant challenges to its relevance due to the emergence of private 
economic activities. The rise of private economic activities, which began 
in the 1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the subsequent 
loss of North Korea’s primary trading partner, has resulted in a shift in the 
traditional power structure of North Korea.22 These economic activities 
have created new opportunities for social mobility, as individuals are able 
to accumulate wealth and influence outside of the songbun system. This 
change in fluidity has threatened the relevancy of the songbun system 
in two key ways. Firstly, individuals who were previously marginalized by 
the system are now able to accumulate wealth and status, thus eroding 
the strict social hierarchy imposed by the system. Secondly, the regime is 
losing its grip on the economic activities that are occurring outside of the 
songbun system, which undermines its ability to control and monitor its 
citizens. As a result of this, some scholars have noted now North Koreans 
are considered more heavily based on their wealth, rather than on which 
positions they hold in the party, as in the past.23 While family background 
still plays a role in determining a person’s social status, money and wealth 
are also becoming more important in determining one’s opportunities 
and success. The emergence of the “Dongju” exemplifies this.
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 “Dongju” can be translated as “masters of money” and refers to 
a new, specific group of elites that has developed since the late 1990s in 
the city of Pyongyang. The “Dongju” are known for their entrepreneurial 
activities in various sectors of the North Korean economy, including trade, 
manufacturing, and transportation. A significant number of “Dongju” 
partake in supplementary income production, including trading items such 
as clothes, apartments, and technology. This group emerged through 
a harsh period of food shortages known as the “Arduous March”. It is 
during this time North Koreans gathered to exchange daily necessities, 
naturally forming an unofficial market known as jangmadang. The primary 
area of the “Dongju’s” work is wholesale trade, usually with Chinese 
firms as partners, which allows them to supply the national markets with 
goods and export domestic products. Some “Dongju” operate as banks, 
providing loans and deposits for investment and payment for transactions 
and taking advantage of the lack of financial institutions in North Korea. 
The “Dongju” also make money in the housing market by providing capital 
and materials needed for apartment construction and in return, receive 
the right of residence, which they sell to make a profit. Bribery is said 
to be a key aspect of the “Dongju’s” operations to obtain more political 
power, military exemptions, and higher education opportunities for their 
children. In the early 2000s, the “Dongju” were said to have made annual 
earnings of around US $50,000, but today can earn over US $1 million. 
This group continues to become richer, flourishing more every year in 
spite of the government’s legal restrictions and international sanctions.24

 While the “Dongju” operate alongside the songbun system, they 
exist outside of the traditional social hierarchy in some ways. Their ability 
to bring in direct flows of capital has arguably allowed them to have their 
own unique status separate from the official political caste system. This 
is because this new elite group has grown to a point that it holds real 
economic power and can exercise control over the domestic economy by 
acting as smugglers, brokers, and financiers for North Korean citizens. 
The business practices of “Dongju”, such as loaning money and owning 
private property, may be illegal, yet, a de facto alliance has formed 
between the regime and the “Dongju” since this group has worked to 
become the primary source of food and goods for the majority of the 
population. Hence, the “Dongju” support state stability by easing material 
scarcities and offering employment, which is very much recognized by 
the regime.25
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 Therefore, while the core class in the songbun system is made up 
of individuals who were born into politically privileged families, the “Dongju” 
are primarily entrepreneurs who have amassed wealth and influence 
through their business ventures. Yet, despite their different backgrounds, 
many members of the “Dongju” are likely to have connections to the core 
class through family or business ties. Additionally, there may be instances 
where members of the “Dongju” are able to leverage their wealth and 
influence to gain access to political power, potentially bringing them into 
the orbit of the core class. It is worth noting that while the “Dongju” may 
not be part of the formal political hierarchy in North Korea, their economic 
power and influence can still give them significant sway over the country’s 
direction. Moreover, some members of the “Pyonghattan” elite may 
be among the top echelons of the songbun system, afforded with the 
highest levels of political and social power in North Korea. Particularly, 
as the nature and importance of the system changes, more members 
of the “Pyonghattan” elite may have connections to the “Dongju”, 
either through business relationships or family ties. Understanding 
the “Pyonghattan” elite in relation to the songbun system and the 
emergence of the “Dongju” demonstrates the complex web of power 
and influence in North Korea and shows that there are different groups 
within the “Pyonghattan” elite with distinct interests and expectations.
 Even the North Korean government itself has acknowledged 
the importance of this elite group in maintaining economic and social 
stability within the country. Official statements and policies from the 
regime have underscored the role played by this privileged class in 
contributing to the overall functioning of the nation, particularly in terms 
of their economic resources, networks, and capabilities.26 Recognizing 
their role, the regime has sought to foster a relationship with this elite 
group, utilizing their expertise and connections to facilitate economic 
development and ensure a smoother transition during times of potential 
change, such as reunification. Understanding the significance attributed 
to the “Pyonghattan” elite by the North Korean regime provides valuable 
insight into their potential role in shaping the future of a unified Korea.

The “Pyonghattan” Elite and Reunification
The two Koreas may seem worlds apart, given the differences in the 
economic, social, and political structures that make up each country. 
Yet despite decades of division, there is an underlying assumption that 
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Korean reunification will occur one day.27 Changes in global politics, 
such as the 2019 summit between then-US President Donald Trump and 
the Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un, raised the potential for normalized 
relations between North and South Korea and opened the doors for 
possible Korean reunification. Yet, the range of issues that remain in 
attempting to create unified systems in the workforce, education system, 
military, healthcare, and other sectors should not be underestimated.28

 South Korean public opinion on reunification is varied. According 
to the Korea Institute for National Unification, the vast majority of South 
Koreans under 40 years old are not in support of reunification, primarily 
due to the economic challenges expected by a unified economy. In fact, 
studies show that young South Koreans are becoming increasingly 
hostile to the North.29 Meanwhile, for older generations in South Korea, 
the concept of reunification is seen as a national mission or humanitarian 
realization. However, the common ground in South Korea regarding 
reunification is how it would be carried out. Due to South Korea’s economic 
standing, large population, and global reputation, there is an underlying 
assumption that unification would be led by the South.30 It is important to 
note that like South Korea, North Korea has historically asserted its own 
requirements for reunification and shown a preference for negotiations 
and agreements that align with their own interests. While reunification 
may be an aspiration for North Korea in certain aspects, they are likely 
to reject a reunification process that is solely based on South Korean 
terms. Therefore, this perspective of reunification on South Korean terms 
must be approached critically and with an understanding of its subjective 
nature. 
 One consequence of this predisposition is the risk of overlooking 
the concerns among diverse groups in North Korea. The “Pyongyang” 
elite’s general view is that reunification would be disadvantageous for 
them economically, socially, and politically.31 If such perspectives are 
not considered when developing appropriate reunification measures 
to appease this group, it is likely that the process would become more 
difficult, costly, or potentially fail altogether. Due to the widespread 
belief that the South will lead the process, there is likely to be backlash 
among this group. They may feel subjected to transnational justice and 
disenfranchisement. In fact, North Korean propaganda has worked 
to capitalize on this by convincing North Korean elites that unification 
would not be beneficial for them. A common propaganda statement 
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circulated among the elite in North Korea is that South Korea will 
exterminate the core class families first, which has likely worked to make 
the “Pyonghattan” elite more fearful of unification and hostile toward 
the idea.32 Considering the economic, social, and political status of the 
“Pyonghattan” elite, this paper has developed three main areas that 
would likely concern them regarding reunification led by South Korea, 
which include their economic status, social status, and safety. This 
paper proposes that these are the three areas that the South Korean 
government must address when formulating their reunification policies. 
 Firstly, in terms of economic status, the North Korean 
“Pyonghattan” elite are likely to believe that they would be significantly 
disadvantaged after reunification. Hence, it is essential for the South 
Korean government to allow North Korean elites to retain elements 
of their accumulated wealth and job positions inside a unified Korea. 
Policies related to wealth retention of the North Korean elite may be 
necessary, such as through a generous tax application. This should be 
applied in spite of such wealth potentially coming from illegal means 
such as bribery and fraud. A former Inha University professor has 
argued that the elites in North Korea should essentially be paid in order 
to achieve Korean reunification. By adopting a culturally materialist 
approach, Shepherd Iverson argues that financial incentives will put 
an “insurmountable domestic pressure on the elites”. The idea is that 
creating a reunification investment fund of about US$175.5 billion and 
giving 23.3 billion of that to North Korean elites could be an essential first 
step in gaining the trust of this group so that their economic position can 
be maintained in a reunified Korea.33 
 Secondly, in terms of social status, since the “Pyonghattan” 
elite are extremely influential and hold important positions in society 
in Pyongyang, it will be necessary for this group to maintain a degree 
of respect and stature as citizens in a reunified Korea. In particular, 
due to the songbun system in the North, certain families who have 
experienced privilege across various social institutions, including the 
education and healthcare systems, will be unlikely to support the process 
of reunification unless assured they will maintain such privileges. The 
South Korean government must find a way to compromise and grant 
some degree of privilege to this group, but in a way that strikes a balance 
in providing fair opportunities for other citizens and avoids elements of 
corruption. In the event that “Pyonghattan” elite are able to maintain 
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high social positions, potential backlash among South Koreans must 
also be considered.34 Additionally, while the professional skills of North 
Koreans may be lacking, it would be essential that this group is given the 
opportunity to adapt, train, and improve their skillset in a reunified Korea. 
For example, North Korean elite could be granted the chance to take on 
high government positions, such as working to help with the reunification 
integration process.
 Thirdly, in terms of safety, the “Pyonghattan” elite are likely to 
have concerns that reunification would lead to their own imprisonment or 
death due to any past exploitative, illegal actions in North Korea. While 
the reunified government should carry out necessary judicial proceedings 
for any severe criminal offences committed, some degree of leniency 
may be necessary toward the “Pyonghattan” elite. Such pardoning must 
consider that the “Pyonghattan” elite are also victims of a system that 
has essentially forced them to take bribes and capitalize on the unequal 
structure of society. They did not have an alternative but to perpetuate 
this system since going against it would lead to their own, as well as their 
families’, death.35 
 The opinions of the “Pyonghattan” elite regarding reunification 
would be significantly influenced by the circumstances surrounding 
the process. If reunification were to occur through a conflict scenario, 
such as a failed North Korean invasion or the collapse of the North 
Korean government, where South Korea (and potentially the US) would 
need to intervene militarily to seize territory or replace leadership, it is 
anticipated that the “Pyonghattan” elite would exhibit greater hostility 
and resistance. This is particularly true if the process involves prolonged 
territorial securing efforts, potentially involving other countries. On the 
other hand, in the case of peaceful negotiations leading to reunification, 
where North and South Korean leaders reach a mutually-agreed 
arrangement, it is more probable that the “Pyonghattan” elite would be 
more receptive and accommodating towards the reunification process.36 
 Yet, regardless of whether reunification can come about as the 
result of conflict or a peaceful agreement, it will still be essential for the 
“Pyonghattan” elite to believe that reunification will not be harmful to 
them, and the process is likely to be faster and smoother if this group 
saw reunification as something beneficial for them. For South Korea, a 
failure to push for a peaceful negotiation and to prioritize the concerns 
and desires of this elite group will likely make the process of reunification 
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more complicated, longer, expensive, or even impossible.37 South 
Korea, therefore, must reevaluate preparation for reunification and 
conceptualize it as not the end of a conflict, but the beginning of new 
sources of tension. To deal with such tensions, appropriate strategies 
must be put in place to address the concerns of the “Pyonghattan” 
elite, which include their economic status, social status, and safety. 

Limitations and Conclusion
Before coming to a conclusion, it is worth pointing out some of the 
limitations of the findings of this paper. As mentioned in the methodology 
section of this paper, attaining relevant information related to the elite 
in North Korea was a challenge due to a lack of primary sources. Also, 
due to dependence on the testimonies of North Korean defectors, 
there is potential for validity and reliability issues. Direct access to and 
communication with the “Pyonghattan” elite who reside in North Korea 
is close to impossible to obtain considering the resources at hand. This 
means that while this research paper attempted to make sense of the 
world of “Pyonghattan” lived in by the elites, it still remains as a place that 
is very much unknown and subject to speculation. Language barriers 
also hindered the research process of this paper—as a non-native 
Korean speaker, the author was unable to conduct thorough research 
in the Korean language and was restricted to using primarily English 
sources. A recommendation for future studies would be to conduct in-
depth interviews with North Korean elites in China, including those who 
are studying there or crossing the border to conduct trade between North 
Korea and China, and gather opinions surrounding Korean reunification.
 In conclusion, this paper has provided insight into the under-
explored world of the North Korean “Pyonghattan” elite and demonstrated 
why acknowledging the importance of this community in the process 
of a South Korean-led reunification would be essential for the South 
Korean government. Moreover, this paper has identified three main 
areas of concern that the North Korean elite are likely to have, such as 
their economic status, social status, and safety. If the process toward 
reunification is to continue, the South Korean government must work 
to develop the appropriate policy measures and communicate such 
measures directly, transparently, and harmoniously. Yet, regardless of 
the circumstances under which the process may take place, it will be 
crucial for the concerns of the North Korean elite to be addressed. This 
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paper points out that if this elite group’s perspectives are not properly 
understood nor considered during policymaking, it is unlikely that 
reunification can ever occur. 
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This paper focuses on the political dynamic between the United 
States and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North 
Korea) through the lens of the repatriation of US soldiers’ bodies 
after the Korean War. The intense, hostile relationship between 
the two ideological foes is reflected by the degree of success 
of US repatriation efforts throughout the decades after the 
Korean War. By utilizing primary and secondary sources, this 
paper discusses past repatriation efforts of American soldiers’ 
bodies to reflect the relationship dynamic between the United 
States and North Korea by extensively analyzing three specific 
repatriation effort timeframes and the contexts surrounding 
the efforts. The three time periods to be discussed are (1) the 
period directly after the Korean War Armistice was signed, (2) 
the late 1990s, when diplomatic relations were attempted, and 
(3) in 2018, when former US President Donald Trump met with 
North Korean Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un. By using these 
three time periods as insights to the North Korean-United States 
relationship dynamic, this paper argues that the most opportune 
time for the United States to begin repatriation efforts is when 
North Korea is experiencing overwhelming financial difficulties 
or increased international pressure. The goal of this paper is to 
provide insight into the North Korean and American antagonistic 
relationship by detailing the background on the topic and 
contributing a unique analysis of the past, present, and future 
repatriation efforts between the two adversaries. 
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Introduction 
There are thousands of Americans in what is arguably the most 
internationally isolated, anti-American nation in the world—North Korea. 
These Americans are the approximately 5,300 soldiers who perished 
during the Korean War and continue to remain above the 38th parallel.1 
Tense diplomatic relations have made the return of these soldiers’ bodies 
to the United States difficult. Efforts to recover, return, and put to rest 
these Americans have been attempted every decade since the end of 
the Korean War in 1953. This paper will examine how past repatriation 
efforts of American soldiers’ bodies reflect the relationship dynamics 
between the United States and North Korea by extensively analyzing 
three specific repatriation effort timeframes and the contexts surrounding 
the efforts. These are (1) the period directly after the Korean War 
Armistice was signed, (2) the late 1990s, when diplomatic relations were 
attempted, and (3) in 2018, when former US President Donald Trump 
met with North Korean Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un. Focusing on the 
context of relationship dynamics surrounding these repatriation efforts 
will give insight into the likelihood of success for future US repatriation 
efforts with North Korea while highlighting the intersection of the United 
States’ nationalism, international position, and memories of war.
 The extensive amount of funds, time, and logistical support 
for repatriation is no small effort, especially seeing that most countries 
other than the United States do not dedicate similar resources to 
return perished soldiers’ bodies. Efforts of utilizing all available military, 
diplomatic, and civil resources to ensure that soldiers’ bodies can be 
returned to US soil first began after public outcry in response to the large 
American death toll of World War I.2  From then on, the United States has 
either (1) established “meticulously maintained” American cemeteries 
on foreign soil or (2) repatriated soldiers’ bodies so that they can be 
buried in the United States.3 These efforts reflect the unique mentality 
of the United States that no American should be “left behind.” This has 
been institutionalized by the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency, a 
Department of Defense sub-agency that aims to “keep the promise to 
bring home the men and women who become isolated in harm’s way.”4 
Because most foreign soil cemeteries and memorials were created in 
the early-to-mid twentieth century after the World Wars and symbolize 
some sort of allyship with the host country, this paper will solely focus 
on repatriation efforts, for they are more relevant when discussing the 
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Korean War and the tense diplomatic relations between North Korea 
and the United States. After providing a brief background of repatriation 
efforts thus far, this paper argues that based on past interactions with 
North Korea, the most opportune time for the United States to begin 
repatriation efforts is when North Korea is experiencing overwhelming 
financial hardships or increasing international pressure. This is because 
North Korea recognizes the United States’ ardent desire to repatriate its 
soldiers’ bodies and sees these repatriation efforts as a bargaining chip 
to achieve their respective goals.  
 There is currently little to no academic literature discussing this 
specific intersection in international relations—most either focus mostly 
on general US policy toward North Korea or US repatriation during other 
wars. In view of this, this paper hopes to provide insight into the US-North 
Korea adversarial relationship detailing the background on the topic and 
offering a unique analysis of past, present, and future repatriation efforts 
between the two adversaries. 

Methodology 
This paper utilized primary and secondary resources to establish a 
comprehensive background of the contexts and circumstances of 
relations between the United States and North Korea since the Korean 
War. Research institutions and portals have provided a clear amount 
of appropriate and accessible sources for this research paper that 
have allowed the author to map and contextualize repatriation efforts 
thus far. More specifically, sources from the United States government, 
academic institutions, and news organizations are used to examine 
how repatriation efforts during these selected time periods have been 
perceived by previous government officials, scholars, and commentators. 
 The core discussion and analysis of this paper used news 
coverage and government sources of these repatriation efforts to 
compare across time periods and to contextualize the repatriation 
efforts. Since US support for repatriation efforts is based on public 
expectations and perceptions of the US government duty, obtaining 
contextualization sources from the news coverage of the selected 
periods proved crucial in truly understanding what is expected from the 
US government. Additionally, the government sources directly provided 
information on what the US government perceives as their responsibility 
and how it tries to deliver on said responsibility. Various sources from 
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the government, media, non-profit organizations, and the academe were 
used for background information. The author of this paper acknowledges 
that the sources used are limited and mostly Western-centric. From 
the initial literature review, it became apparent that information on this 
topic would be not easily accessible or available which makes it difficult 
not to lean toward the Western point of view. Nonetheless, the author 
believes that these sources are relevant when forming a foundation 
for understanding a topic that attempts to encapsulate approximately 
seven decades of history between the United States and North Korea. 

Background of Repatriation Efforts
The United Nations’ military intervention led by the United States in 
support of South Korea in 1950 resulted in North Korea cutting off most 
diplomatic ties with the Western world, especially the United States. 
Even 70 years after the end of the Korean War, US presence is still 
largely felt on the Korean Peninsula given that Washington remains the 
strongest military, economic, and political ally of Seoul. However, despite 
the lack of normalized diplomatic relations between North Korea and 
the United States, some successful repatriation efforts have occurred—
returning hundreds of American soldiers’ remains to the US while also 
forming a (strained) relationship between Washington and Pyongyang. 
 Additionally, for the sake of this paper, it is important to 
recognize that there is a unique social contract between the United 
States’ government and its citizens regarding the repatriation of soldiers’ 
remains. US citizens, especially those associated with the military, 
expect that those who perish abroad while serving in the military will be 
brought back to American soil. This is largely due to the “leave no man 
behind” mentality that has engrained itself into American military and 
social culture, thus perpetuating the idea that American soldiers, even 
if deceased, should not be “left behind” in a foreign country.5 Through 
literature, cinema, and other forms of popular media, the mantra “leave 
no man behind” has grown so prominent in American culture that the 
idea to repatriate soldiers is rarely put into question, regardless of 
the military operation’s popularity or public approval. This mentality, 
combined with a century of precedents, has made many Americans 
consider the repatriation of American soldiers’ remains as a national duty 
that must be performed to commemorate the soldiers’ and their families’ 
efforts and sacrifice. This social contract between the government 
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and its citizens is perhaps most evident by the great diplomatic and 
economic commitments and sacrifices the United States makes to 
ensure the safe repatriation of their soldiers’ remains despite receiving 
little tangible political or economic gains domestically or internationally. 

1953-1954: The 38th Parallel, the Armistice Agreement, and “Operation 
Glory” 

In 1953, the Korean Armistice Agreement officially suspended all 
hostilities between North and South Korea—establishing the 38th 
Parallel as the divider between the two Koreas. The end of the three-
year conflict left millions of civilians and soldiers dead, including over 
30,000 American troops and an estimated hundreds of thousands 
of North Korean soldiers.6 While most of the perished soldiers were 
accounted for and/or recovered during the war on their respective sides 
of the 38th Parallel, UN officials and communist forces (i.e., USSR and 
China) agreed to repatriate any remains they currently had or would 
find in the future. Some of the perished soldiers were found in mass 
graves while others were buried in unidentified, makeshift graves often 
in the form of foxholes or shell holes.7 Therefore, extensive logistical 
effort and manpower were required to recover the missing bodies of the 
fallen soldiers on the Korean Peninsula. The period of 1953-1954, often 
referred to as “Operation Glory”, saw the largest exchange of perished 
soldiers’ remains across the 38th Parallel. 
 The Americans spearheaded “Operation Glory” in the direct 
aftermath of the Korean War when both South and North Korea were 
physically, financially, and socially devastated. In North Korea, thousands 
of structures were decimated and both the industrial and agricultural 
outputs were reduced by well over half.8 South Korea had also fallen 
equally in status and socioeconomic conditions. Therefore, the support 
of the Soviet Union and China in North Korea and the support of the 
United States and the United Nations in South Korea became especially 
crucial directly after the hostilities ended and remained present long after 
the fighting ended. In particular, during and especially after the war, the 
United Nations and the United States’ Quartermaster Graves Registration 
Committee—a US military unit solely dedicated to mortuary affairs—took 
special interest in not only accounting for the dead, but in returning them 
to their home country.9 After three meetings with North Korea to discuss 
the logistics of this mass repatriation effort, 4,167 South Korean and UN 
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soldiers’ remains were returned to South Korea or to their respective 
countries, while 13,528 communist forces were returned to North Korea. 
“Operation Glory” efforts ended with a final repatriation of 66 soldiers on 
November 9, 1954 when North Korea claimed they had no more remains 
to return to the United Nations forces. Both sides promised that they will 
repatriate any bodies within a month of discovering them.10 

1996-2005: Attempts at Normalizing Relations

The 1990s was a turbulent time on the Korean Peninsula. The end of the 
Cold War and the fall of the USSR in 1991 led to North Korea receiving 
less financial and social international support. Furthermore, a famine, 
referred to as the “Arduous March”, exacerbated the daily struggles of 
North Korean citizens. An estimated three million North Koreans died 
within the span of four years (1994-1998) which led to one of the largest 
social turmoils recorded in a totalitarian dictatorship. In an unprecedented 
move, North Korea officially asked the international community for food 
aid in 1995.11 
 From 1990 to 1994, North Korea unilaterally returned 208 
caskets to the United States. Due to the nature of the remains, many 
of which were “commingled” and indistinguishable, there could be up 
to 400 remains repatriated during this time.12 However, it was not until 
1996 that repatriation efforts became bilateral. Starting in the midst of 
the “Arduous March”, the United States and North Korea conducted 
36 joint field activities that resulted in the repatriation of 20 identified 
American remains and 204 other remains. Joint field activities involved 
both North Korea and United States personnel to search for, recover, 
and repatriate remains. No other United Nations country was involved 
in these repatriation efforts. While technically the Secretary of Defense 
was not authorized to pay for remains or information regarding soldiers’ 
remains, the US Defense Prisoner of War/Missing Personnel Office 
“reimbursed” North Korea approximately $15 million for these repatriation 
efforts during this period.13 However, in 2005, these efforts were halted 
after a Pentagon spokesman said the “environment [was] unconducive 
to the continued presence of American personnel in North Korea”—
mostly referring to the immensely strict management of communications 
and movement of the American personnel.14 Rising tension over North 
Korea’s growing nuclear weapons and ballistic missile programs was 
another reason for the suspension of these operations. The repatriation 
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efforts of this period are the only operations that are considered joint field 
activities.

2018: The Trump Administration and Kim Jong-Un

In 2018, former US President Donald Trump, known for deviating from the 
political precedent set by his predecessors, fulfilled a 2016 presidential 
campaign promise to meet with North Korean Supreme Leader Kim 
Jong-un, who has led North Korea since 2011. Since the death of Kim 
Jong-il, North Korea was gradually recovering from the devastation of the 
“Arduous March”. However, with the passage of power to Kim Jong-un 
came the rise of North Korea’s nuclear and missile ballistic programs—
much to the dismay of North Korea’s neighbors and the United States. 
Videos of parades displaying the country’s nuclear weapons and 
unannounced test-missile launches became status quo during Kim 
Jong-un’s administration. The United Nations Security Council, which 
includes some of North Korea’s closest allies, implemented counter-
proliferation sanctions in an attempt to restrict the growth of North Korea’s 
unsupervised nuclear programs. Other nations including the United 
States imposed additional sanctions as a result of the nuclear activities in 
North Korea. Additionally, the United States implemented human rights-
related sanctions as well as sanctions in response to the North Korean 
cyberattacks.15 These measures, which were mostly economic sanctions, 
resulted in an even more isolated North Korean economy—one that is 
roughly 53 times smaller than that of South Korea.16 Therefore, when 
Trump mentioned his willingness to not only meet with Kim Jong-un but 
somewhat “solve” the North Korean “issue”, the main concern for the 
North Korean administration was lifting these economic sanctions. 
 While Trump walking over the demilitarized zone into North 
Korea may have received the most news coverage of the iconic 2018 
meetings, the repatriation of American soldiers’ bodies remained a 
primary talking point for the American delegation. The 2018 Singapore 
and Hanoi summits between the two leaders resulted in very few tangible 
advancements for US and North Korean relations, yet one of the only 
agreements between the two was the repatriation of over 200 remains 
that were believed to be fallen US soldiers.17 This repatriation effort was 
unilaterally done by the North Korean government. Moreover, during 
this period, North Korean officials had promised Former Secretary of 
State Mike Pompeo to resume negotiations regarding the joint field 
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activities which had been suspended for 15 years.18 However, after 
the United States refused to lift economic sanctions on North Korea 
during the Hanoi summit, North Korea cut off contact with the United 
States as well as any hope of future bilateral repatriation efforts.19

Discussion and Analysis 
During each period, North Korea was in need of something that the 
United States or international community could give to them. In other 
words, North Korea had used the soldiers’ remains as bargaining chips 
when they were at their most “desperate”. The strong desire to repatriate 
soldiers’ remains is a US nationalistic tradition that is unmatched by any 
other on the international stage. It has become a social contract between 
the US government and its citizens, which has been legitimized by its 
repeated practice from World War I all the way to the War on Terror. 
Despite the military, diplomatic, and civil resources needed to ensure 
that soldiers’ remains can be safely returned to US soil, both the United 
States government and military families expect that, if at all possible, US 
remains should be repatriated. This was reflected through the US news 
coverage which never questioned nor explained the reasons why the 
United States puts so much effort into the repatriation of soldiers’ bodies. 
North Korean leaders and officials seemed to have recognized this and 
used this social contract and public expectation to their advantage to 
achieve certain means on the international stage, whether explicitly 
stated or not. Whether these remains are used in exchange for North 
Korean remains or, more recently, as good faith measures during talks 
about aid or sanction-lifting, these soldiers’ remains continue to influence 
some of the most hostile discussions in the international sphere.
 The contextualization of three of the most successful repatriation 
periods between North Korea and the United States is crucial for 
understanding when success of recovering and returning US soldiers’ 
remains is most likely to occur in the future. In the direct aftermath of the 
Korean War, North Korea was attempting to establish its government 
and the nation as a worthy economic world-contender after it had been 
devastated by the war. Additionally, “Operation Glory” saw an exchange 
of remains from both sides of the 38th Parallel. During the 1990s, North 
Korea was experiencing a famine that was so dire that it asked for 
international aid. The United States joint field activities for repatriating 
the US remains provided much-needed financial inflow to the resolute 
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country during this time. Finally, in 2018, North Korea was bombarded 
with sanctions because of its nuclear and ballistic missile program. 
Kim Jong-un joined the Singapore and Hanoi summits, attempting to 
induce the lifting of US economic sanctions that had hurt North Korea’s 
already struggling economy. The promise to repatriate remains by the 
North Korean government seemed to be one of good faith in hopes that 
it would soften the US position on North Korean economic sanctions. 
Repatriation efforts were promised at the initial summit between Kim 
Jong-un and Trump and at the following summit during which Kim Jong-
un focused on talks of lifting these economic sanctions.20 When the US 
refused to lift the sanctions, talks about future repatriation efforts stopped. 
 In line with these observations, this paper argues that the 
optimal time for the United States to propose another mass repatriation 
is when North Korea is “desperate” for international support—whether 
that be in the form of aid or political leniency. For the United States’ 
government, repatriation of its soldiers’ bodies is a national duty. This 
is clear from the great diplomatic and economic commitments and 
sacrifices the US makes to ensure the safe repatriation of its soldiers’ 
bodies despite receiving little tangible political or economic gains. 
Therefore, the question of repatriation of American soldiers’ bodies 
from North Korea is not a question of “if” but of “when”. North Korea 
is aware of this sense of duty and, as a result, agrees to repatriate 
American soldiers’ remains when it seeks to gain something from the 
United States, such as economic or political concessions. Although 
North Korea often antagonizes the United States, Pyongyang is also 
willing to cooperate with Washington when it is in its own interests to 
do so. Arguably, North Korea, which has little leverage in negotiations, 
exploits the United States’ sense of obligation to its own advantage.
 In short, while the United States may see these soldiers’ remains 
as part of a nationalistic ideology that highlights the protection and 
commitment the state has to its citizens, North Korea sees them to an 
end. The United States must recognize that their feelings of duty and 
sentimentality do not extend beyond their borders and act accordingly 
at the right opportunity if they want to ensure the repatriation of the 
remaining American soldiers’ remains in North Korea. Furthermore, 
while these repatriation efforts may initially be viewed as just a 
bargaining chip, this cooperation and increased interaction may also 
have the potential to promote overall diplomatic growth between the two 
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countries. While efforts to repatriate American soldiers’ bodies may be 
considered a superficial activity for the two ideological foes to engage 
in, the cooperative nature of the work will increase communication 
between North Korea and the United States. For both North Korea and 
the United States, working together to repatriate soldiers’ remains does 
not have extreme political consequences. Thus, repatriation may serve 
as a great opportunity to participate in low-stakes cooperation activities 
where neither nation feels as if they have politically “lost” to the other. 

Conclusion 
The US presence is still and will continue to be largely felt on the Korean 
Peninsula, seeing that the United States is South Korea’s strongest 
military, economic, and political ally. Successful repatriation efforts that 
returned hundreds of American soldiers’ remains to the US have occurred, 
which form a basis for future repatriation efforts between Washington and 
Pyongyang. However, the repatriation efforts were made mostly on North 
Korea’s terms and as a result of North Korea’s financial needs. North 
Korean leaders and officials recognize how important the repatriation of 
the US soldiers’ remains is to the United States and have used it to their 
advantage. These repatriation efforts should not be ignored nor deemed 
irrelevant, for they represent the intersection of international position, 
nationalism, and memories of war in the United States and North Korea. 
While repatriation efforts have not created long-term positive relations 
between the two countries, they do create an opportunity for conducting 
future bilateral cooperation. This is not to say that North Korea and the 
United States will become allies through these efforts, since they are 
ideological foes after all, but simply suggests that these operations can 
lessen the hostility between the two in the international relations sphere 
as they encourage bilateral communication. Lastly, this paper does not 
explore in depth how the repatriation of remains has intersected with the 
nuclear and ballistic missile programs in the past. Therefore, the paper 
calls for further research on this topic, as well as on the intersection of 
repatriation with US nationalism.
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Achieving a Sustainable Future
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This paper explores the relationship between climate change, 
the economic challenges of combating inflation, and the 
implementation of effective climate actions. Climate change is 
a pressing threat that requires urgent action, and the economic 
implications of addressing it are paramount. By analyzing 
the global economic landscape, this paper aims to identify 
strategies for striking a balance between fighting inflation and 
taking appropriate climate actions. The analysis focuses on the 
recent surge in energy prices resulting from supply disruptions 
linked to the Russia-Ukraine war, highlighting the need to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and transition away from fossil fuels. 
The findings demonstrate that addressing climate change can 
help alleviate the difficulties of balancing inflation and climate 
action, emphasizing the importance of sustainable and climate-
friendly policies.

Introduction
The ongoing Russia-Ukraine war has caused supply chain disruptions 
and, consequently, a surge in energy prices especially in Europe. As 
this escalation in energy costs poses a greater burden on the poor 
compared to the wealthy, governments worldwide are contemplating 
a range of measures to address this issue and alleviate its impact 
on vulnerable populations. These measures include fossil fuel 
subsidies, transitioning from cleaner energy sources to fossil fuels, 
and reducing carbon taxes. However, it is important to recognize 
that implementing such measures could potentially hinder global 
efforts to combat climate change. Consequently, striking a delicate 
balance between mitigating inflation and addressing the urgent threat 
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of climate change becomes increasingly challenging in this context. 
 This paper analyzes the complex interplay between economics 
and climate change and explores the challenge of striking the right 
balance between combating inflation and implementing necessary 
climate actions. It begins by providing an overview of the impact of 
climate change on society, including the global response to it, and the 
recent surge in energy prices due to supply disruptions caused by 
the Russia-Ukraine war. The paper then examines the current global 
inflation and global monetary tightening, and how it could affect climate 
actions. Finally, the paper presents implications and recommendations 
for achieving a balance between fighting inflation and taking appropriate 
climate action.
 One of the most important international agreements in relation 
to climate change is the Paris Agreement, which was adopted in 2015 
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC). The agreement aims to limit the increase in global average 
temperature to well below two degrees Celsius above pre-industrial 
levels and pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 degrees 
Celsius.1 It also aims to strengthen the ability of countries to deal with the 
impacts of climate change through adaptation and resilience measures. 
Moreover, the Paris Agreement sets out a framework for countries to 
make voluntary pledges to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and to 
report on their progress in meeting those pledges. The UN estimates that 
global emissions would need to drop by 7.6 percent each year between 
2020 and 2030 to reach the targets set.2 However, in 2020, when global 
economic activity came to a virtual standstill, emissions fell by only 5.8 
percent.3 This suggests that additional efforts and more substantial 
measures are required to effectively address climate change and achieve 
the emission reduction goals outlined in the Paris Agreement. It is also 
critical to acknowledge the economic threat of climate change. As noted 
in the Swiss Re Institute’s 2021 annual report, climate change has the 
potential to wipe 18 percent of GDP off the global economy by 2050, if 
global temperature continues rising and reaches 3.2°C.4

 Sources of uncertainty among the international community 
regarding the fight against climate change include questions such 
as: How can countries weigh up the economic cost of climate change 
measures (e.g., by transitioning from fossil fuels to cleaner energy) 
and the implications for international competitiveness?; how can 
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the burden of climate actions be shared within and among countries, 
or how can international policy cooperation along the principle of 
common but differentiated responsibilities be ensured?; how can the 
resulting first-mover disadvantage problem—countries wait-and-see, 
rather than act, given the positive externalities associated with climate 
actions (e.g., with decarbonization)—be overcome?; and how can the 
public be convinced about the benefit of climate actions which would 
accrue over a long period, given that climate change is such a slow-
moving process? While each of these questions requires careful 
consideration and cannot be fully addressed in this paper, it’s important 
to acknowledge how the threat of climate change has created a wide 
range of issues and areas of uncertainties which the international 
community continues to discuss and debate on. Lastly, it is crucial to 
acknowledge that climate change’s causes, effects, and responses 
exist in larger social, political, and economic contexts. Oftentimes these 
issues can work to distract from, as well as hinder, climate action.5

Economic Policies to Address Climate Change
The combination of cost-effective price-based policies and quantity-
based policies, along with financial regulations on climate-related risk-
taking, represents a comprehensive approach adopted by countries 
worldwide to address the threat of climate change. Cost-effective 
price-based policies, such as carbon pricing, emission trading systems 
(ETS), and carbon taxes, aim to internalize the environmental costs of 
greenhouse gas emissions. These policies create a financial incentive for 
industries to reduce their emissions by assigning a price to every ton of 
CO2 emitted. Carbon pricing mechanisms can be implemented through 
a cap-and-trade system, where a fixed number of emission permits are 
issued and traded among companies, or through a carbon tax, where 
a monetary value is placed on each unit of emitted carbon dioxide.6 
Quantity-based policies, on the other hand, include regulations that cap 
CO2 emissions. These regulations set specific limits on the amount 
of greenhouse gases that can be emitted by industries or sectors. By 
imposing emission limits, countries ensure that pollution levels are kept 
below a certain threshold and encourage companies to adopt cleaner 
technologies and practices to comply with the regulations. Financial 
regulations on climate-related risk-taking encompass measures that 
govern the activities of financial institutions in relation to climate risks. 
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These regulations aim to promote sustainable finance and ensure that 
financial institutions consider climate-related risks and opportunities in 
their decision-making processes. These regulations can take various 
forms, including setting requirements for disclosing climate-related 
information, stress testing for climate risks, and imposing capital 
requirements for climate-sensitive investments. Such financial regulations 
on climate-related risk-taking can be seen in the European Union (EU). 
 The EU has been at the forefront of implementing sustainable 
finance regulations through its Sustainable Finance Action Plan.7 One 
notable policy introduced by the EU is the EU Taxonomy Regulation, which 
establishes a classification system for sustainable economic activities. 
This regulation sets out criteria for determining whether an economic 
activity is environmentally sustainable and providing transparency to 
guide investors towards climate-friendly investments. Additionally, the EU 
has developed the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR), 
which requires financial market participants to disclose information on 
how they integrate sustainability factors into their investment decisions.8 
The SFDR aims to provide investors with consistent and comparable 
information on the environmental and social impact of their investments, 
promoting greater transparency and accountability in the financial sector. 
Therefore, by combining cost-effective price-based policies, quantity-
based policies, and financial regulations on climate-related risk-taking, 
countries can create a comprehensive framework that addresses both 
the economic and environmental dimensions of climate change mitigation 
and adaptation.9 

Current Inflation Trends
Since 2021, energy prices have been on a steep rise. One reason for this 
is the surge in energy demand as countries worldwide recover from the 
impacts of COVID-19.10 This is particularly true in the case of European 
countries. The Russian invasion of Ukraine further exacerbated 
the rising prices and overall inflationary pressures. Firstly, supply 
disruptions played a crucial role. The war resulted in the destruction of 
critical infrastructure, including transportation networks and production 
facilities. This disruption severely hampered the production and 
distribution of goods and services, leading to supply shortages. When 
supply is limited, and demand remains constant or increases, prices 
tend to rise as consumers compete for scarce resources. Secondly, 
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trade disruptions and embargoes exacerbated the inflationary effects. 
As tensions escalated, trade between Russia, Ukraine, and other 
countries involved became severely restricted. The imposition of trade 
barriers and embargoes limited the flow of goods, making it harder for 
businesses to access necessary inputs and materials. This scarcity of 
goods, coupled with reduced competition, resulted in price increases for 
both domestic and imported products. Furthermore, the depreciation of 
currencies in war-affected regions contributed to inflation. Geopolitical 
uncertainties and economic instability negatively impacted the value of 
local currencies. A depreciating currency makes imported goods more 
expensive, as it takes more units of the local currency to purchase the 
same quantity of foreign goods. This currency depreciation, coupled with 
limited access to international markets, further drove up prices. These 
combined effects of supply disruptions, trade restrictions, and currency 
depreciation created inflationary pressures across various sectors, 
particularly in Eastern European nations directly affected by the war.11 
 In particular, food inflation, which is observed in the EU but has 
more significant impact on war-affected Eastern European nations, can 
be attributed to the supply disruptions caused by the Russia-Ukraine 
war. The conflict resulted in various factors that contributed to the 
increase in food costs across the region. Firstly, the Russia-Ukraine 
war led to disruptions in agricultural production and supply chains. The 
conflict disrupted farming activities, including cultivation, harvesting, and 
transportation of crops, leading to a decrease in overall food production. 
This reduced supply of food created a scarcity in the market, causing 
prices to rise. Secondly, the war created trade disruptions and limited 
access to essential resources for agricultural production. The conflict 
resulted in the imposition of trade barriers, restrictions, and embargoes, 
affecting the flow of agricultural goods across borders. The disruption 
of trade routes and logistical networks hindered the timely and efficient 
distribution of food, exacerbating supply shortages and further driving 
up prices. Thirdly, the social and economic instability caused by the war 
had a negative impact on the local economies of war-affected Eastern 
European nations. Economic instability and uncertainty can weaken the 
local currency and reduce people’s purchasing power. When the value of 
the currency depreciates, it can lead to higher import costs, including food 
imports, which are then passed on to consumers in the form of increased 
prices. The combination of these factors resulted in higher food costs in 
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the EU, with an average increase of 7.1 percent overall and a significant 
inflation rate of around 20 percent in war-affected Eastern European 
nations. In comparison, Western Europe experienced relatively lower 
food inflation at around 6 percent, indicating a lesser direct impact of the 
war in those regions. It is important to note that the increase in food costs 
was not the sole consequence of the Russia-Ukraine war. Other factors, 
such as global supply and demand dynamics, weather conditions, and 
market fluctuations, also contribute to food price volatility. However, in 
the context of the war, the disruptions caused by the conflict played a 
significant role in exacerbating food inflation in the EU.12

Central Banks’ Response and Monetary Policy Tightening
In response to the challenges of inflation and the urgent need to address 
climate change, central banks have taken measures to target and 
control inflation through the rapid tightening of monetary policy. These 
measures aim to address the rising prices of goods and services and 
maintain economic stability. For example, through fuel subsidies various 
governments have attempted to artificially lower the cost of energy to 
lead to increased consumption and higher demand. By reducing these 
subsidies, various countries such as Egypt have sought to align fuel 
prices with market rates, which can help reduce excess demand, control 
inflationary pressures, and ensure more efficient resource allocation.13 
Moreover, some governments facing inflationary pressures have 
encouraged a temporary substitution from cleaner energy sources to 
fossil fuels. This can be a response to disruptions in the supply chains 
of cleaner energy technologies or an attempt to mitigate higher costs 
associated with renewable energy sources. By promoting the use 
of more readily available and relatively cheaper fossil fuels, several 
governments have aimed to stabilize energy prices and alleviate 
inflationary pressures in the short term.14 Another measure governments 
have employed to address the inflation is the lowering of carbon taxes. 
Carbon taxes are levied on carbon-intensive activities to internalize 
the environmental costs associated with greenhouse gas emissions. 
However, during this period of inflation, some governments have chosen 
to reduce the burden on businesses and consumers by temporarily 
lowering carbon taxes in order to alleviate cost pressures on industries 
heavily reliant on fossil fuels and ease the overall inflationary impact.15

 It is important to note that high and rising energy prices are 
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expected hit the poor disproportionately more than the rich and that, 
in the long-term, developing countries could be severely impacted by 
the trend of inflation, sluggish growth, decreasing productivity, and 
increased interest rates. For example, Nigeria is highly dependent on 
oil exports, and any increase in energy prices can significantly impact its 
economy. Inflationary pressures can erode purchasing power, leading 
to decreased productivity and sluggish economic growth. The country’s 
reliance on imported energy resources and limited diversification in 
its energy mix can make it vulnerable to supply disruptions and price 
volatility. Additionally, as one of the world’s fastest-growing economies, 
India’s energy demand is substantial. Any surge in energy prices can 
have a cascading effect on various sectors, including manufacturing and 
transportation, leading to inflationary pressures. India’s high dependency 
on fossil fuels and limited progress in transitioning to cleaner energy 
sources make it susceptible to the impacts of energy price shocks.

Implications
It is understandable that nations may take relief measures such as in 
tax or charges to ease the burden in the short-term. However, shifting 
from cleaner energy sources to fossil fuels contradicts the broader goal 
of transitioning to a low-carbon economy. Further, questions surrounding 
the effectiveness of the actions of governments and central banks have 
been raised by various economists.16 
 Analysis of past instances of broad-based and untargeted 
fossil fuel subsidies indicates that universal fossil fuel subsidies and 
untargeted price controls or tax breaks fail not only to benefit the poor 
but are harmful to public finances, as well as the energy sector and 
environment. As noted by the Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) Secretary-General Mathias Cormann, 
“significant increases in fossil fuel subsidies encourage wasteful 
consumption…while not necessarily reaching low-income households.”17 
While fossil fuel subsidies aim to make energy more affordable, they 
can have unintended consequences. Subsidies often lead to higher fuel 
consumption and wasteful practices, as artificially low prices encourage 
excessive use. Since fossil fuels are major contributors to climate change, 
air pollution, and other environmental problems, increased wasteful use 
translates into increased greenhouse gas emissions and environmental 
degradation.18
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 Substituting cleaner energy with fossil fuels can also undermine 
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and achieve sustainability 
targets. Lowering carbon taxes may limit the funds available for 
investments in renewable energy, energy efficiency, and climate change 
mitigation measures.19 Fossil fuel subsidies can strain government 
budgets and hinder the development of cleaner and more sustainable 
energy alternatives. 
 It is crucial to prioritize the adoption and promotion of renewable 
energy sources to mitigate climate change and improve environmental 
outcomes.20 Carbon taxes are designed to internalize the environmental 
costs associated with greenhouse gas emissions. Lowering or 
eliminating carbon taxes reduces the financial incentives for businesses 
and individuals to reduce their carbon footprint. This can hinder progress 
in transitioning to cleaner energy alternatives and achieving emission 
reduction targets. 
 Further, in low-middle-income countries, these measures 
could lead to several adverse effects. A paper by the Dutch economist 
Servaas Storm explains how monetary tightening could have negative 
consequences in low-middle-income countries.21 When central banks 
implement monetary tightening, such as raising interest rates or 
reducing liquidity, it aims to control inflation and stabilize the economy. 
Higher interest rates can increase borrowing costs for businesses and 
individuals, making it more challenging for them to invest, expand, or 
access credit. This can hinder economic growth and job creation, 
particularly for small and medium-sized enterprises that are crucial for 
employment and poverty reduction. Moreover, monetary tightening can 
attract foreign investors seeking higher returns on their investments 
due to increased interest rates. While this may seem beneficial, it can 
lead to currency appreciation, making exports more expensive and 
reducing competitiveness in international markets. This can negatively 
impact industries reliant on exports, which are often vital for the 
economies of low-middle-income countries. Additionally, monetary 
tightening measures can disrupt financial markets and increase the risk 
of financial instability. Higher interest rates can lead to capital outflows, 
creating liquidity pressures and volatility in domestic markets. This can 
exacerbate existing vulnerabilities in the financial system and potentially 
trigger economic downturns or financial crises.22
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Recommendations
Given the implications mentioned, the following recommendations could 
help strike the right balance between fighting inflation and pursuing 
climate action.

1. Incorporating Climate Change in Monetary Policy

There has been a lot of debate and discussion regarding whether 
monetary policy should even take climate change into account, 
stemming from the traditional mandate in place that the central bank’s 
only aim should be to maintain the stability of price levels and the 
financial system. Hence, by engaging in the climate change agenda, 
central banks would not only stray from their original mandate but also 
violate their market neutrality principle and overburden their policy 
tools. Yet, the reality is that it’s impossible to unlink climate change and 
monetary policy. For instance, climate change may increase the risk 
factors related to assets stored on central banks’ balance sheets, which 
could result in financial losses. Furthermore, the ability of counterparties, 
issuers, and other debtors to meet their obligations may be affected 
by the risks associated with climate change, which can translate into 
higher credit risk. Moreover, due to its impact on the banking industry 
and financial markets, climate change may make it more difficult for 
monetary policy to be transmitted. For instance, the financial sector 
could suffer losses and financing flows to the real economy. This could 
be hampered by the stranding of assets and abrupt repricing of climate-
related financial risks. Therefore, central banks must evaluate how 
climate change may affect the economy and the prospects for inflation.
 By considering the environmental risks and costs associated 
with climate change, central banks can implement measures that 
promote sustainable and low-carbon economic growth while addressing 
inflationary pressures. The Swedish Central Bank, Sveriges Riksbank, 
has been at the forefront of integrating climate change considerations 
into its monetary policy framework aiming to address climate-related 
risks by considering sustainability aspects in its asset purchases and 
collateral framework. Sweden’s approach demonstrates a proactive 
stance in aligning monetary policy with climate goals, highlighting the 
recognition of the need to address climate risks within the context of 
monetary decision-making.23 Monetary policy measures can include 
incentivizing investments in renewable energy, promoting energy 
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efficiency, and integrating climate-related considerations into risk 
assessments and lending practices. By aligning monetary policy with 
climate objectives, central banks can contribute to mitigating climate 
change while maintaining price stability and fostering a more sustainable 
economy.

2. Transparent and Targeted Fuel Subsidies

It remains essential that any subsidy measure to ensure fuel, electricity, 
and gas remain affordable in response to a crisis needs to be transparent, 
restricted, and time-bound, as well as appropriately budgeted.24 
Examples throughout history where this became apparent include the 
Arab Spring (2010–2012) when in response to social unrest and rising 
energy prices, some governments in the Middle East and North Africa 
region implemented fuel subsidy programs to maintain social stability. 
Yet, the long-term sustainability of these subsidies was questionable, 
leading to fiscal imbalances and economic challenges in the aftermath. 
Moreover, during the global financial crisis (2008), several countries 
implemented subsidy measures to support their economies and mitigate 
the impact on vulnerable populations. However, the lack of transparency 
and oversight in some cases led to the misuse of funds and inefficient 
allocation of subsidies. 
 Further, it has become apparent over time that fossil fuel 
subsidies intended to support those with a low income should be 
replaced with more targeted forms of support to ensure they don’t favor 
wealthier households. Broad-based price fossil fuel subsidies are less 
effective in reaching those who are most poor and vulnerable. When 
there are no sufficient social protection mechanisms to allow for targeted 
support, and a lack of regulation of electricity or gas retail prices, tariff 
design can allow policymakers to meet the requirements of households 
through judiciously chosen lifeline rates that still allow for expense 
recovery. Hence, transparent and targeted subsidies can work to provide 
financial support to specific sectors or activities that contribute to climate 
mitigation and adaptation efforts while minimizing the risk of inflationary 
pressures. 
 By carefully designing and implementing subsidies, governments 
can direct financial resources towards renewable energy projects, energy-
efficient technologies, and sustainable practices. Transparent subsidies, 
coupled with effective monitoring and evaluation mechanisms, ensure 
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that funds are allocated efficiently and effectively to achieve climate goals. 
By targeting subsidies to sectors that have the most significant potential 
for emissions reduction and sustainable development, governments 
can encourage the transition to low-carbon economies without 
compromising price stability and exacerbating inflationary pressures.25

3. Adapting Monetary Policy to Changing Energy Price

Adapting monetary policy to changing energy prices can play a crucial 
role in striking the right balance between fighting inflation and taking 
effective climate action. In economic terms, energy prices have significant 
implications for both inflation and economic stability. Fluctuations in 
energy prices directly impact production costs, transportation expenses, 
and consumer spending patterns, which can consequently influence 
inflationary pressures. By incorporating these dynamics into monetary 
policy decisions, central banks can effectively respond to mitigate the 
potential inflationary effects of energy price fluctuations. Moreover, 
adapting monetary policy to changing energy prices also addresses 
the long-term goal of climate action. Recognizing the urgent need to 
transition to sustainable and low-carbon energy sources, monetary policy 
can support climate action by incentivizing investments in renewable 
energy, promoting energy efficiency, and encouraging the adoption 
of environmentally friendly technologies and practices. By doing so, 
monetary policy can contribute to reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and mitigating climate-related risks.26

 Some recommended models that can be looked to in order to 
strike the right balance between fighting inflation and climate actions 
include the work in the EU with the Social Climate Fund.27 The fund intends 
to alleviate the social effects of increasing energy prices stemming from 
the suggested broadening of the ETS’s scope towards the building and 
transportation sectors, both of which will have an especially negative 
impact on households.28 Another appropriate model is a scheme which 
allows EU nations to buy strategic gas reserves together to use in the 
case of a supply shortage such as the one with the Russia-Ukraine war. 
In fact, capacity utilization of gas storage facilities in Europe is just below 
two-thirds, almost 20 percent below seasonal norms.29

4. Investing in Clean Energy Technology and Infrastructure

The most important long-term recommendation to address climate 
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change and handle the current global energy crisis by reducing high fuel 
costs for consumers with a rise in investment in clean energy technology 
and infrastructure.30 This can work to make sure that short-term policies 
don’t undermine energy efficiency and conservation efforts and hence 
protect consumers from such shocks. Governments must work to 
advance the energy transition while simultaneously protecting the poor 
and vulnerable. Central banks must work to effectively understand how 
addressing climate change threatens price stability and how, given their 
price stability mandates, inflation targets can be tolerated by this rise in 
energy prices.
 Promoting research and development (R&D) for ecological 
transitions is an essential part of investing in clean energy technology 
and infrastructure. By allocating resources towards R&D, governments 
and stakeholders can drive innovation and accelerate the development 
of sustainable solutions to address climate change. Investing in clean 
energy technology not only reduces greenhouse gas emissions but 
also fosters economic growth and job creation.31 Furthermore, R&D 
efforts can lead to breakthroughs in energy efficiency, renewable 
energy generation, and energy storage systems, which contribute to the 
overall decarbonization of the economy. By supporting R&D initiatives, 
governments can drive down the costs of clean energy technologies, 
making them more accessible and cost-effective. This, in turn, helps 
strike the right balance between fighting inflation and taking effective 
climate action, as it enables the transition to a low-carbon economy 
while stimulating economic development and enhancing energy security.

5. Understanding the Link Between Climate Change and Inflation

A final recommendation would be for countries to understand how 
climate change itself can directly cause inflation. For instance, the 
frequency of extreme weather events such as fires and floods can have 
a significant effect on the cost of some products.32 While the need for 
infrastructure upgrades and adaptation measures to mitigate climate 
change impacts can further up the inflationary pressures, its impact 
would be temporary. The European Central Bank has noted in recent 
research how inaction on climate change can result in inflation of up to 
half a percentage point yearly. An ecological transition which is carefully 
managed would reduce the inflationary effects of global warming as the 
impact would be temporary and the number of extreme events would 
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go down, decreasing the mitigation costs associated.33 By recognizing 
the direct link between climate change and inflation, policymakers 
can develop comprehensive strategies that address both challenges 
simultaneously, such as investing in resilient infrastructure, promoting 
sustainable agriculture practices, and incentivizing the transition to clean 
energy sources. This integrated approach allows for a more balanced and 
effective response to the dual challenges of inflation and climate change.

Conclusion
This paper demonstrated that the difficulties in striking the right balance 
between fighting inflation and fighting the grave threat of climate change 
can be mitigated through climate action. The paper analyzed how 
climate change is being addressed (rather, is failing to be addressed) 
in the backdrop of a recent surge in energy prices due to supply 
disruptions related to the Russia-Ukraine war. This has reinforced the 
necessity for us to fight against greenhouse gas emissions and reduce 
our dependence on fossil fuels. Undoubtedly, the transition towards less 
carbon-intensive fuels will require time. During this transition, higher 
tax rates across a range of fossil fuels, rising carbon prices and elastic 
energy demand has the potential to cause pressure on consumer prices 
and, thereby, impact the success of monetary policy implementation. This 
paper assessed the persisting global inflation and the global monetary 
tightening measures in response to it. It was also noted how monetary 
policy cannot look through the increase in energy prices, considering 
they have the potential to risk medium-term price stability, for instance, 
in case where increased energy prices cause a de-anchoring of inflation 
expectations. Understandably, nations may take relief measures such 
as tax reductions or charges to ease the burden on those who are 
poor and vulnerable in the short-term. Yet, it is important to continue to 
strive towards large-scale long-term climate goals. It is also important 
to note that to effectively strike the right balance between fighting 
inflation and climate actions, it is necessary to accelerate research 
and investment in green technologies, nuclear energy, renewable 
sources, and sustainable biofuels, as well as research into the extent to 
which climate change may become more of a direct cause of inflation.
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Interview with Young Kyung Ko

Young Kyung Ko is a researcher, professor, and financial expert. 
She is currently a Venture Partner at The Invention Lab and Co-
General Partner at SEA Next Unicorn Private Investment Fund. 
As a professor, Ko is affiliated with several academic institutions 
in South Korea, including the ASEAN Center, Korea University 
Asiatic Research Institute, and Jeonbuk National University 
Institute for Southeast Asian Studies. She obtained her Master’s 
in Area Studies from Yonsei University and Ph.D. in Finance 
from Korea University. Ko has authored several books and made 
significant contributions to other books in the fields of business and 
finance. She is also a regular contributor to two major business 
publications, Chosun Economy and FORTUNE Korea, and has 
been featured in prominent YouTube channels such as 3PRO TV. 
Her latest book titled 7UPs in Asia, Business Cases and Growth 
Strategies in India and 6 ASEAN Countries documents major 
corporations in the ASEAN and Indian region and aims to increase 
awareness of the business landscape in developing countries.

YJIS: The introduction of your recently published book, “7UPs in 
Asia, Business Cases and Growth Strategies in India and 6 ASEAN 
Countries,” claims that “Many people agree that Asia will become 
the main axis of the world economy, but in the process, it will 
encounter an unexpected ambush.” Could you please elaborate on 
this?

YK: It is said that the nineteenth century was dominated by Europe 
as the world’s economic leader and the twentieth century was led 
by the United States. The twenty-first century is now said to be “The 
Asian Century.” The Asian Century, called as such by McKinsey, Jim 
Rogers, Parag Khanna, and others, means that Asia is and will become 
the center of production, consumption, and investment. However, it is 
now facing and will encounter unexpected issues and challenges. The 
COVID-19 pandemic was an example of the challenges. We have never 
experienced this kind of catastrophe since the Black Death. Before the 
pandemic hit, the conflict between the US and China had been eroding 
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the stability of the global economy. As the Ukraine-Russia war broke out, 
it disrupted the entire supply chain for food, raw materials, and other 
industries such as semiconductors, EV, etc.
 Furthermore, US’s Pacific Partnership Strategy aims to counter 
(control or contain) China’s growing influence in the region. However, 
China is getting closer to Russia. India’s imports from Russia grew 4.4 
times year-on-year in 2022, with Russia jumping from India’s twenty-first 
to its sixth largest import destination. Further, China and Saudi Arabia 
agreed to expand their crude oil trade by discussing oil trade settlements 
in currencies other than the US dollar. Twenty years ago, no one could 
have imagined such a drastic change in the global economic system and 
geopolitics. 

YJIS: South Korea’s trade relations are undergoing substantial 
changes in recently. In the first quarter of 2023, South Korean 
interest in Vietnam’s markets have plunged dramatically. In your 
opinion, is this the emergence of a new trend or a temporary 
response to (Vietnam’s) regulatory changes? Could this be a sign 
of the end of the “Vietnam Rush”?

YK: More than 8000 Korean companies are doing business in Vietnam, a 
trend dubbed as the “Vietnam Rush.” Korea had the largest trade surplus 
with Vietnam in 2023. However, the investment inflow dropped since 
then. There are three reasons, I think. First, the leading industries in FDI 
from Korea have changed. Many Korean companies in the manufacturing 
sector, such as Samsung, Hyosung, and LG, have already invested 
much in Vietnam, especially for the last two decades. Nowadays, Korean 
firms in the service and technology sectors enter Vietnam. In terms of 
size of investment amount, the service sector is smaller than the mega 
manufacturing projects.
 Second, the change of external conditions affects the global 
strategy of firms. Large Korean firms such as Samsung Electronics, LG 
Energy Solution, and SK Hynix have increased their investment in the 
US due to the pressure and incentives from the US government—CHIPS 
Act, reshoring strategy, etc. If Samsung Electronics is heading to the US, 
its suppliers and partners should move together. When a company pours 
billions of dollars into one country to build a plant, it should manage the 
new business investment portfolio considering the financial constraints 
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and risks. On the other hand, to source raw materials for EV batteries, 
many firms invest in Indonesia. In brief, the US-China tension and an 
unstable supply chain drove Korean firms to gear up their investment in 
US and Indonesia, causing a decrease in interest on Vietnam. 
 Third, recently the global economy is slowing down, causing 
Korean firms to reduce or delay overseas investment or expansion. As 
the consumer market of Vietnam is growing, Vietnam is more likely to 
maintain its position of production base for export. Korean firms with a 
high sensitivity to risk (inflation, lower liquidity, higher interest rate, and 
lower growth rate) have started to tighten their budget and expenses to 
get through the global recession. We’ve learned how to thrive in a crisis 
and what to do before the crisis, in 1997 and in 2008.
 In line with the changes in global economy and political paradigm, 
Korea and Vietnam are trying to adjust their policy and strategy, and so 
is the business/private sector. Korea-Vietnam relations are entering the 
next stage; it is not the end of the “Vietnam Rush.” During President 
Yoon’s summit visit, Korea-Vietnam relations were promoted to a 
comprehensive strategic partnership. President Yoon committed to an 
enhanced cooperation through measures such as increased official 
development assistance, economic security, rare material supply chain, 
etc.

YJIS: Besides Vietnam, which emerging markets (in the Indian and 
ASEAN region) do you believe hold the most potential for growth 
and investment in the near future, and why?

YK: Vietnam still has potential. It is said that Vietnam is the next China. 
However, every company needs to prepare a global perspective and 
strategy, which implies not focusing on only one country but having a 
broad coverage. Even though a company cannot drive many countries 
simultaneously, it should have a road map to scale up to a regional 
portfolio. Some Korean companies face challenges because they depend 
heavily on the Chinese market. 
 That’s why Korean companies look to ASEAN and India. ASEAN 
has become Korea’s key strategic partner—the second largest trade 
partner and investment region. Furthermore, I believe it is time to build 
a better partnership with India. Everyone recognizes that India is rising, 
with a high growth rate, increasing population, competency in IT, high 
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education fever, and vital geographical & geopolitical position. India will 
be the growth engine of the global economy just like China was.

YJIS: You mentioned that the rise of value alliances requires Korea 
to broaden its horizons while increasing geopolitical risks and 
uncertainties. What are the major opportunities and challenges 
Korea faces within the context of investments and alliances? 

YK: Korea is one of the few countries to have high-end tech companies 
in the fields of semiconductors (most essential material for various 
industries and technology), EV batteries, bio/pharma as well as traditional 
manufacturing sectors such as steel, construction, ship building, etc. 
During the pandemic, Korea was less damaged thanks to its diversified 
business portfolio. Many countries would like to make better partnerships 
with Korea as China used to have substantial economic ties with Korea. 
 However, under the name of value alliance, the US is more likely 
to force Korea into a role at the center of the US strategic rivalry with 
China. Korean firms are losing the Chinese market and furthermore their 
business activities are being constrained. The trade deficit is getting 
larger, and the economic growth rate was forecasted to go down to 1.5 
percent for 2023. Recently, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has 
lowered its 2023 economic growth outlook for South Korea again to 1.4 
percent. It might be said that a confrontation between US and China 
may benefit Korean firms by blocking Chinese companies into entering 
the US. However, the advantages are limited and not confirmed. China’s 
Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. (CATL) has a partnership 
with Ford Motor Company in the US. Furthermore, Japan is one of 
key members of value alliances, and US and Japan have declared 
concrete cooperation ties in the semiconductor sector. But then more 
and more Chinese group tourists visit Japan daily. International politics 
and economic relations are not simple, but very complex. With that said, 
Korea needs to have a presence in broad markets with more partners to 
have a better leverage—economically and diplomatically.

YJIS: What are the key findings from the case studies in the book, 
or what are the key factors Korean businesses should consider 
when entering or expanding their presence in Indian and Southeast 
Asian markets? 
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YK: Korean firms have been exporting abroad and have established 
overseas branches as well as factories. However, they have short-term 
or less experience in global management compared to Japanese or 
European companies. I have met many directors of Korean companies 
across Southeast Asia. They studied various aspects of these host 
countries—language, history, political system, culture, tax law, etc. 
However, they did not learn much about the key business players in 
these countries.
 Most business textbooks deal with cases of multinational or 
developed countries-based companies. They have never heard of 
Reliance in India nor the Charoen Pokphand (CP) group in Thailand. 
It is hard to find well organized stories and analyses of these local 
conglomerates because they are from developing countries (not from a 
big country like China). How do local big companies start their business 
and grow? What are their competitive strategies? The answers to these 
questions are critical to understand the economic development and 
business behavior in a host country. As a researcher, I like to provide 
information to people in the field. 

YJIS: How do you see the future of Korea’s economic relations with 
emerging markets and what steps can be taken to strengthen these 
relationships, particularly from the government’s perspective? 
What advice would you give to policymakers in Korea to enhance 
their engagement with these emerging markets?

YK: The Korean government and companies cannot avoid strengthening 
economic relations with emerging markets. In the global economy, one 
country cannot stand alone, without natural resources. In particular, as 
Korea is getting older and smaller in population, we should work with 
partners, especially emerging countries which are developing faster. 
 Regarding the cooperation between South Korea and Indo-
pacific countries, we should try to find mutual interests. For example, 
Indonesia prohibited the export of nickel ore as they wanted to improve 
their own industry with value-added increases and to boost onshoring. 
LG Energy Solutions and POSCO decided to invest in Indonesia to 
refine raw materials and processes, and manufacture EV batteries. They 
have partnerships with local mining companies and suppliers. Similarly, 
Hyundai Motors completed their factories in Indonesia and India, 
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targeting local consumers and exporting to neighboring countries. These 
investments and collaborations not only boost employment and exports, 
but also allows for technology transfers to local partners. IT can also be 
the regional value chain. We may cooperate in education, creative new 
industries, and digital and green transformations. 
 I would like to emphasize mutual interest. The Korean government 
often focuses on what Korea aims to do and needs; it is advised to 
change this view. The plan/roadmap must start with a question—what 
is it that the partner needs or wants, now and in 5 years. Thereafter, 
we should ask what is it that Korea needs and is able to do. Based on 
mutual interest, we could build long-term comprehensive relationships 
with substantial achievement.

YJIS: Do you have any other final thoughts and/or experiences 
which you would like to share with our readers?

YK: Technological development is fast; it changes society and business 
very quickly. Due to this, the aged can only provide good advice to young 
people within limits. I can only say, do not hesitate to take actions, but 
be patient where required. Experience tells you many things. Through 
experiences and studying, you should develop logical and critical 
thinking for making decisions:  Why, how, when, where you start, quit, 
or change. Along with this, be patient – if you want to achieve excellent 
performance, you should make efforts and dedicate time. There is no 
shortcut to success.
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